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Craig McCrystal, chairman of
the membership committee of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, said today that the fall membership
drive will begin at 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday.
Volunteer Chamber representatives will be canvasing the
business community contacting as
many as possible in a half day.
McCrystal also stated that due to
limited time, if merchants are not
contacted they should call the
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
or come by the Commerce Centre.
MEMBERSHIP MEETING — The Murray-Calloway Como Chamber of Commerce sponsored an informal
meeting Monday night to explain the functions of the organisation audits members. David King,a member of
the Chamber's membership committee, welcomed those who atioaded.

Candidates discuss various school issues
currence.
Huie echoed these remarks, but
she emphasized that this type of
discipline should not be used on a
student who fights to defend
himself. In response to a question
on the school system's drugalcohol discipline policy, she said
she was in favor of it, adding that
it should be enforced on a scale,
rather than one flat punishment
for offenders of different degrees.
Byars commented that his past
decisions to expel or suspend a
student in violation of the policy

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
Student disciplinary policy,
communication with the public,
and academic and athletic
priorities were the major topics
raised Monday evening by those
who attended a public forum for
three Calloway County school
board candidates at Southwest
Elementary.
The candidates — incumbent
Walter Byars, Lou Huie and Hal
Winchester — are vying for the
District I board slot which will be
determined in the Nov.2election.
Concerning corporal punishment, Byars said he did not
believe in its excessive use, but
added, "I can think of an occassion where a paddling may not be
all that bad."
Winchester said he also felt that
there are certain situations that
dictate cprporal punishment by
faculty and added that parents
should be informed of such an oc-

Tonight clear with lows in the
upper 30s to around 40. Calm
winds. Wednesday sunny with
highs in the upper 60s.
Southeast winds 10 mph.
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have been very difficult to make.
He emphasized equal and fair
treatment for all offenders as key
Ingredients for a sound
disciplinary plan. Winchester said
he also supports the enforcement
of drug-alcohol violations.
Regarding the current status of
communication between the
system and the public, Winchester
said it was good, and praised the
high school newsletter he received
recently as a good information
tooL
Meanwhile, Hide said she felt

Circuit court jury recommends
sentence for Ronnie Hampton

Maupin signs
extradition waiver
before judge Monday

clear tonight

ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

Special consultant
hired to assist with
school board plans

Chamber
seeking
members

Indiana officials will transport
Jerry D. Maupin, 45, 1002 West
Main, to their state this afternoon
to stand trial on charges of
murder in connection with the
strangulation death of his former
wife Judy Maupin,45, Avon,Ind.
Maupin voluntary signed a
waiver of extradition yesterday in
the District Court of Calloway
County before Judge David C.
Buckingham.
Arrested here on fugitive from
justice charges, Maupin originally
refused to waiver extradition
proceeding on Oct. 20. He had
been held in the Calloway County
Jail without bond since that time
awaiting a formal order from the
governor of Indiana requesting his
extradition.
According to the document sign(Continued On Page 2)

AR

Deliberating less than one hour,
a jury of seven women and five
men in Marshall County Circuit
Court returned 12 verdicts recommending 105 years in the state
penitentiary, two years in the
county jail and a $1,000 fine
against Ronnie Hampton of Murray.
Hampton was charged with two
counts of first-degrge_ §odymy,
seven counts of first4legr& sexual abuse, one count of seconddegree sodomy and two counts of
second-degree sexual abuse
resulting from a number of incidents involving three male
youths in Murray between May
and July 1981.
Hampton, placed in the Marshall County Jail in Benton following the day-long proceedings,
received two 30 years verdicts,

seven five-year verdicts and one
10-year verdict. The jury also
returned two verdicts each totaling 12-months in the county jail
and $500 fines.
According to Circuit Judge
James Lassiter, "Hampton is being held pending the completion of
the pre-sentencing report currently being complied by Billy Ray
Lovett, probation and parole officer." Because 'of the extensive
amount of work involved, Lassiter
was unable to say when he will
issue formal sentencing. He did
say, however, that the way the
case currently stands, Hampton
would not be eligible for parole for
eight years.
The jury listened as Hampton's
attorney, Richard Lewis, Benton,
explained that "trying such a case
(Continued On Page 2)

there was a need to improve contacts with information agencies
such as the newspaper, radio stations and Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. She is
associate director of the latter and
(Continued On Page 2)

Councilokays
annexation
An Mame to sone: a MASI
acre tract of land, located along
the south border of the city, into
Canterbury Estates received
unanimous approval on its second
reading Monday from the Murray
City Cowbell.
With the annexation, the
developed area becomes eligible
for street Paving, street lights,
police and fire protection, sanitation services, and water and
sewer connections.
Some opposition to the annexation had been expressed at an
earlier meeting because adverse
development on adjacent property
may affect real estate values.
However, Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis said, "It was our judgment
there would be no adverse
development in this area."
In other business, the council
moved to accept bids for a new
street sweeper.
Reappointments to the Murray
Planning Commission included
Jack Gardner and Perry Johnson.
Buddy Buckingham and Jack
Andersen were renamed to the
Board of Zoning Adjustment.

By GREG TRAVIS
&aft Writer
The Murray Independent Masi
Board voted tinuaisesedy Moo*
*tittoImmosopioyouot ot Dr.
Lawrence & ThiteL New Volt. as
a special connitant to *mist is
determining a means of acquiring
objectives for long-range *mini.
The board is scheduled to meet
with Dr. Finkel Monday from 4
p.m.4:30 at Murray State University in a workshop manner to
determine an appropriate method
of obtaining input from the cummtmity.
The move crimes in response to
a proposal for a systematic
method of community input Into
curriculum priorities. Several activities Initiated during the aping
of 1462 helped lead to the
establishment of a Citizens Advisory Committee which is designed to pave the way fore process of

einnmemity involvement
During thud time an open
siteetieg was held between
Namhers of the canteens cumulates,adMinistraUon personnel. and
board moollors to &woos
concerns. An opportunity for
parents and teachers to express
their general concerns was also
provided, explained Deralys
Lanier.supervisor of instruction.
"Much al the work we are currently addressing is in conjunctive
with a live-year. long-range plan
to establish needs, objectives and
goals." stated Superintendent
Robert GM Jeffrey **We've
sought input from parents and
teachers as to our needs• and after
deciding what direction to concentrate our efforts. we will move on
to a more extensive process al
(*rutty and community involvement utilising whet techniques
result from our workshop with
Contineed Oa Page 21

Fisher Price manager
receives national award
VIRGINIA BEACH. Va. — Paul
Kiesow, plant manager of Fisher
Price Toys in Murray, was named
"National Volunteer of the Year"
by the Southern Industrial
Development Council during its
annual conference.
The award is based individuals'
efforts to promote thsir cotsmeeities, creation at JAI in the
area and reorpoisalits ol long
atambers of Commerce. Local
problems also are considered in
selection of the winner.
Kiesow also was winner of the
state award, which made him
eligible for the national honor.
along with the winners of the 16
other states making up the mune&
"Not only does this reflect individual effort but, taken all factors into consideration, this is the
best job done in 1981," George
Woodall, Chesterfield, Va., chairman of the council, said. "We not
only congratulate the individual
but the entire community."
Kiesow was instrumental in acquiring the new Kroger facility,
Ken Lake Foods, for Murray. He
was named "Citizen of the Year"
for 1461 by the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
His other activities include past
president of the Chamber, current
president of the Four Riven Council Manufacturers Council, a
strong supporter of the Boy Scouts
of America, the American Red

Paul Kiesow
Cross and the Murray Civic Music
Aasociation.
Klesow has been with Fisher
Price since 1177. Prior to his appointment with that company, be
served with Westinghouse Electric in Virginia and New York.
He is attending the conference
with Bill Teuton, executive vice
president of the local Chamber of
Commerce and past president of
the council.
The council is in its 36th year
and has over 1,100 members.

--Httaltirpromotion program reduces
illness, boosts employees'morale
With health insurance
premiums increasing at an annual
rate up to 30 percent, the management of the Fisher Price toy
operation here in Murray has
turned to an organized health promotion program to help offset the
escalating costs.
Keith Hays, personnel manager
at the plant, believes the program
not only will help decrease the
company's health care costs, but
also significantly decrease
absenteeism and turnover rates
while at the same time help increase employee productivity.
The crux of the Fisher Price
program is a 12-week aerobic dancing program, now in its seventh
week and in which 89 of the 450
female employees on its three
shifts are participating.
Twice each week they attend the
one-hour sessions on their own
time, some as early as 6 a.m. and
others as late as 11 p.m. to dance,
twist, turn and leap to music
selected to stretch muscles and
strengthen hearts through regular
strenuous exercise.
Brenda Wallace, a group leader
in the fabrication department and
one of the 11 employees especially
trained by video tapes to lead the
sessions, thinks the program is
"fantastic."

A six-year employee at the
plant,she said,"It makes you feel
good — real bouncy. You just feel
good all over after a session, and I
particularly enjoy the dancing.
That stimulates your imagination
as well as develops your body's
tolerance and stamina. Why, I'm
running up steps now that only a
few weeks ago left me winded just
from walking up."
The Fisher Price program, a
pioneer employee wellness effort
in this area, is being coordinated
by Louella Smotherman, .the
plant's occupational health nurse.
Working with her, specifically,
directing the aerobic program and
the training of the session leaders,
has been Kathy Newton,the director of health promotion at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
In addition to Mrs. Wallace, the
other 141 modoe leaders are Pain
Elkins, Dot% Boggess, One Allen,
Kenneth Ray,Kay Taylor, Debbie
Coleman, Johanna Scillion, Nora
Paschall and Debra Kavanaugh.
The aerobics program is a
follownp to a Take Care Day conducted at the plant several weeks
ago and dealing with the role of
the proper diet, good nutrition and
physical fitness to good and

lasting health which was led by
Dr. Jim Frank, a professor of
recreation and physical education
at Murray State University.
Frank was assisted by Bill Payne,
Purchase Area Development
District health planner; Dr. C. C.
Lowry,a member of the hospital's
medical staff; Plant Manager
Paul Mellow; as well as Mrs.
Newton and Mrs.Smotherman.
According to Mrs. Smotherman
the Fisher Price program is playing a very apparent possitive role
In the over-all effectiveness of the
plant's health promotion activities.
"It's a fun way to exercise," she
said, "and it provides a convenient way for our employees to
begin to modify their lifestyles in
the awareness of the importance
of the proper exercise to good
health."
Hays cited the plant's joint venture with the Murray hospital in
the planning and organization of
the program. "The hospital has
provided us with the expertise and
training necessary for an effective
Program." he said. "We feel this
is just another example of the
many resources available in our
community and the willingness to
share them with others."

OM AND TWO AND... — Naas lieCollotes(IA)tool Kay Taylor,
two of the SO tomato employer at du rum Price pleat in Murray.
go through their paces is ene of the plant's amebic dencieg pilereical
fitness seselons. Conducted is coalmen.'with the Mirray-Caloway
County Hospital, the Fisher Price Emma boo bow tisolgaod to
reduce aboostooloso sod loasoos oompaoyee producttvity And morale.
&elf photo by Jamie Gerdes
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Stock market takes plunge;
second-worst in its history
NEW YORK (AP) — Stock
prices slumped again in opening
trading today, extending the
market's nosedive in the previous
session that was the second-worse
plunge in Wall Street's history.
Losers jumped out to a 5-1 lead
over gainers in the early tally of
New York-Stock Exchange-listed
Issues.
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials, which tumbled 36.33
points Monday to fall below 1,000,
lost .another 5.52 points after 30

Essay contest set
by Civitian.Club
"The Annual Civitan Citizenship Essay Contest sponsored by
Civitan International has been announced for 1982-1983 and will soon
be introduced to our local high
school," stated Larry Dunn,
chairman of the Essay Committee
of the Murray Civitan Club.
The topic of the 1983 Essay Contest is "Does Our Nation's Future
Depend Upon Nuclear Energy?"
The essay shall contain no less
than 500 words nor more than 1200
words. Any student under age 21
who is a bona fide member of the
lunior or senior class of any high
school - public, private, or
parochial, in which a Civitan club
is sponsoring the contest - is eligible and urged to compete. The
essays must be completed and
judged on the local basis by March
15, 1983.
For further details interested individuals may contact Dunn at
Calloway County High School.
The international winner of the
1981-1982 contest was Lisa Russell
of Murray High School who
received a $1,200 scholarship for
her essay.

Centre seeks
donations for
art collection

minutes of trading today and
stood at 9611.61.
Before Monday, the measure
had risen more than 250 points
since late summer amid investors' expectations that interest
rates would keep falling.
Early NYSE-listed losers today
included J.C. Penney /
1
4 to 49/
1
4,
Eastman Kodak /
1
4 to 88%, and
General Electric/
1
4 to 83/
1
4.
Declines led advances by a wide
margin today on the NYSE, whose
composite index lost 3.03 to 76.65.
Big Board volume totaled 83.72
million shares, against 101.12
million in the previous session.

University church
assists West Indies
Nine members of the University
Church of Christ will leave Saturday on a Campaign for Christ in
Freeport, Grand Bahama, West
Indies.
Annually a group from the
University Church visits an island
in the Caribbean on a campaign
effort. This will be the fourth visit
to Freeport by members of the
Murray church.
Campaigning members from
the University Church were in-.
volved in the establishment of the
Church of Christ on the Grand
Bahama Island in 1979.
Members going are Martha
Ails, Willard Ails, Kathy Cleaver,
Laura Nelle Cochran, Rachel Hendon, Ophie Lee Steele, Sharon
Steele, Ronnie Stubblefield and
Wayne Williams. They will be conducting home Bible studies along
with special classes each night.
Willard Ails, Stubblefield and
Williams will be in charge of the
Sunday services while the group is
on the island. They also will speak
in the schools and for civic clubs.

IN MEMORY OF DAN BOLLER A framed artist's proof of the Commerce Cesare has been included in
the permanent collection of art an display in the lobby of the centre,located an US.441 North. The proof was
presented by Betty Hinton (right) and Sue Brown of Framer's Gallery 1321:memory of Dan Miller who gave his
services and time in the construction of the building. Lou linie (left), Chamber associate director, accepted
the print.

School board candidates..I

Continued From Page 1)

said she could provide assistance
in improving communications.
While acknowledging room for
some improvement, Byars said he
felt the system already has made
significant efforts to inform the
public. Examples he cited were
the newsletter, parent-teacher
conferences, and the system's
practice of having a school
representative appear regularly
on a morning radio show.
On the issue of athletics, all candidates voiced strong opposition to
the board's passage last month of
a policy allowing the system to

"redshirt" talented eighth grade
football and basketball players.
This policy basically states that a
student can be held back one year
to improve before entering the
high school athletic program.
Although he said this is a common practice among other schools
which compete against Calloway,
Byars said he voted against the
move. Winchester said he was
"against it from the word go," and
Huie said the policy "has embarrassed the school system."
Commenting on the athletic program in general, Huie said she
was not opposed to "contact"
sports, but only the "overemphasis" in this area. She said
individual sports which can be us-

ed later in adult life, and other extracurricular activities should
receive equal billing. Winchester
said he realized certain budgetary
decisions must be made, but that
all activities "should get an equal
shot."
Byars said he supports the current program.
Byars is a lifetime Calloway
County resident and has been on
the board eight years. He is a
graduate of Hazel High School and
is employed as service manager
for Trucks, Trailers and Buses in
Murray.
As mentioned above, Huie is the
associate director of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce. A native of Georgia,

Another tainted Tylenol bottle
surfaces in Chicago; no deaths
CHICAGO (AP) — A newly
discovered eighth bottle of
copide-tainted Extp-Stivnah
Tylenol was purchased by a
wonIarl '4110 tilnied it inwittesit_
taking a capsule, says a law enforcement source.
The contaminated bottle,
detected in lab tests Monday, was
turned over to FBI agents who

planned to use laser technology in
hopes of finding fingerprints that
.could lead to the killer, officials
said. -Ytveof the poison-spiked bottles
led to the deaths of seven people in
the Chicago area between Sept. 29
and Oct. 1. The other tainted bottles found so far did not cause any
harm.

Hampton...
(Continued From Page 1)

GOOD TIMES — Noted author Hazel Marie Weatherman (left), and Marion Richardson (right) visited with
Southwest Calloway Elementary teacher Gwyn Key this past week while briefly in Murray. Weatherman is
well-known for her books on depression glass. Richardson, her first-cousin, was in western Kentucky and Tennessee for a genelogical study. The two are friends of Mrs. Key.

World-famous author visits Calloway
during research trip for updated lists
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
As goes the course of events
with many,a trip mixing business
and pleasure brought worldfamous author Hazel Marie
Weatherman — and her firstcousin Marion Richardson — to
Southwest Elementary School last
week.
The two ladies were combining
a research trip for Weatherman
and a genelogical expedition of
Richardson's when they crossed
paths with Gwyn Key, friend and
associate of the two, at the
Calloway County school.
Weatherman, noted for her
pioneering work in the field of
Depression Glass reseach, was
enroute to West Virginia, Ohio and
Pennsylvania where she is
scheduled to tour a variety of
glass factories, viewing and recording records and catalogs. She
will use much of the information
compiled to update her books and
pricing lists on Depression Glass.
She has previously authored
several widely-accepted publications on the subject.
Her interest in Depression Glass
began sometime ago, she commented, when her mother was collecting the glassware.
"There were no books available
at that time for a person wanting
more information, so that's when
the. idea came for writing our
own,"she said.
According to Weatherman,
Depression Glass is currently the
number one item being collected.
"There are more books written,
and more items bought and sold
then any others collectables," she

stressed, adding that antique dolls
were running second.
It was noted that over 400,000
people are presently collecting
Depression Glass. All of which
originated with her works, she
said.
The Depression Glass, which
comes in a variety of colors, gets
its name from the era in which it
was mass produced — the late '20s
and early '30s. At that time the
glassware could be found in an
assortment of places ranging
from jewelry stores to Sears
Roebuck. "It was even given
away as premiums from gas stations," inserted Mrs. Key.
"The better glass contained a
lot of stemware," Weatherman
pointed out. "Some of it was your
Cambridge, Federal, Jeannette
and Westmoreland names."
The more popular designs of
Depression Glass that have been
sought by collectors through the
years are the Cherry Blosom,
Cameo, Sharon, Miss America,
Dogwood, Royal Lace and
Mayfair patterns.
"Many of the rare pieces can
run up to $1,500, however, your
average pieces can still be bought
for somewhere between two
dollars and $15," she stated.
Because of the availability of
Depression Glass at the time she
began her research and documentation, her writings and her record
keepings became a huge success.
She has even been asked by
several individual companies to
document their own works.
•

•

•

Richardson, who assists in

With the completion of a permsneat collection of art in the lobby •
al the Commerce Centre, located
on US.641 North, plans are being
made to start a ahnilar collection:
In the buditiing's conference room. According to Betty Hinton, art
director for the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
pieces of art with subject matter
representative of Murray and
Calloway County or by local arMeta are needed to begin the new
collection.
All pieces donated become the
property of the Chamber of Commerce bat plaques engraved with'
the donors' names will be placed
under the works. All contributions
will be appraised. They also are
tax deductible.
For further information about donating art pieces, contact the
Commerce Centre.

publishing a geneological pamphlet distributed nationwide, is
seeking information that will lead
her the descendents of William
Wofford — namely William L.,
John, Daniel, Mary,Jesse, Nancy,
James and Isaac — supposedly in
the vicinity of Henry and Stewart
Counties in Tennessee.
"We've seen it spelled a number
of way in the census books," she
exclaimed, "including Waiford,
Wafeford and Waffaford."
"It's been a long trip (her home
is in Olympia, Washington), but
it's been very exciting," she continued.
According to Richardson, she
spent several hours last Wednesday evening talking with people
who provided her with very
valuable information. "I guess
you could say that I came all the
way to find out just the things I
was told last night."
On Thursday the ladies spent a
large portion of their time searching through cemeteries for additional bits and pieces of information that would hopefully
help them in their quest for those
unknown relatives.
"One of the biggest highlights of
the trip," she pointed out, "lies in
the fact that until this point much
of the information we had
gathered was primarily hearsay,
but now we can go home with proof. To me that's exciting," she
remarked.
Richardson is hoping that someone with information about the
Wofford family history will contact her with more news pertaining to her needs.

was a difficult matter because of
the nature of the charges involved."
Lewis stated that regardless of
the emotions or revulsion being
felt, each member of the jury had
to decide for themselves that the
charges were correct beyond a
shadow of a doubt.
"Being as gentle as possible
with the youths," Lewis recalled,
"many of their statements were
laced with inaccuracies. The boys'
stories, including the dates, are
clearly wrong," he said. "The
record is laced with reasonable
doubt. The facts presented just
don't fit," he stressed.
Lewis noted that some points
brought up were not mentioned
during the preliminary hearing.
"It is illogical to think that these
things could have happened with
other people present," he emphasized.
"It's just as courageous for you
to turn an innocent man lose as it
is for you to convict a guilty man,"

Lewis said in his closing remarks.
Mike Ward, Commonwealth Attorney, argured that the ages of
the boys involved were very important. "How could a youth ever
forget such an incident?" he asked the jury.
Ward commented that much of
the defense's case was based on
sympathy, "Because he is married, a family man and has
children of his own, that doesn't
change what has happened," he
said.
He told the jury that the important question to consider was,
"Has sodomy been committed?
Have these boys been "robbed" of
their knowledge of true, pure sexual behavior?"
Several of the incidents were
reported to have taken place on or
near Doran Road in Murray and
at Hampton's apartment in the
southwest portion of the community.
Ward stated this morning that
he was pleased with the outcome
of the trial.

City board...
(Continued From Page 1)
Finkel."
Following the conclusion of the
first workshop, Finkel would then
be available for a second meeting
with the board to assist as they
work with the community.
No action was taken Monday
concerning the second phase of
Finkel's employment with the
board, but was tabled until after
the first meeting.
Lanier told the board that it was
hoped the Murray system could
established a model program for
community involvement.
"I am very pleased with the
direction our board has chosen,"
Jeffrey noted. "Academics has
always been a major concern and
I feel positive about the way our
board has directed us in these
matters."
A slide presentation by Mrs. Sally Crass reviewing a recent trip to
Egypt was also shown the
members during the meeting.
Crass explained various forms of
food, clothing, housing and antiquities to the board through her
slides explaining that she has also

shown the presentation to English
classes, adult learning classes and
home economics classes. Crass
noted that she has also been asked
to share the slides with elementary students and to travel to
Frankfort for a presentation.
Eli Alexander, assistant
superintendent, told the board
that some monies generated by
tuition were late being received.
He noted that a second letter was
being drafted for those parents affected. The board agreed that
anyone who might be in need of
special arrangements for the
payments could contact the board
office to discuss the situation.
"As long as they (the parents)
show us good intent, we'll work
with them the best we can," added
Jeffrey.
Alexander pointed out that the
figure being discussed was running "about normal" with previous
years.
Leona Lawrence was employed
by the board as a substitute
teacher for grades kindergarten
through the eighth grade.

she was a military dependent and
married a Calloway County resident and has resided here since
1967.
Winchester is employed as a
printer for Winchester Printing in
Murray and has resided in
Calloway since early childhood.
A brief public forum was also
conducted Monday evening at
North Elementary. Four candidates are running for the
available board position in
District HI, but only two were present.
Incumbent Jerry Overbey,
presently school board vice chairman, was present, along with Bob
Nanney. Both made short
statements at the conclusion of the
Parent-Teacher Council meeting;
Candidates Floyd Dawson and
Don Johnson were unable to attend.

Maupin...
(Continued Frm Page 1):
ed, Maupin, without reservation,
and in view of legal rights in extradition proceedings as explain-.
ed, waived any and all such legal.
rights by consenting to be return-i
ed to Indiana to stand trial on the'
alleged charges.
He was arrested at his home byofficers of the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department in coopers-,
ton with Indiana officials.
According to an affidavit signed
by Michael Nelson, detective with
the Hendricks County Sheriff's
Department in Danville, Ind., a.
hearing Oct. 18, was held in the:
Superior Court of Hendricks Coun-.
ty during which time a warrant.
was issued for Maupin's arrest.
The body of Judy Maupin was
discovered in her apartment adja-•
cent to her parents. According to,
previously filed reports, an autopsy showed that a "wide instrument" was used in her strangulation death. Coroner Steven S. Matthews stated that four cuts on her
face made from a "blunt force instrument" were also found.

Parent council
to meet Thursday
The Chapter I Parent Advisory
Councils from the Calloway County schools will meet at 11 a.m.
Thursday at Seven Seas.
This will be a joint meeting of
the district advisory council and
individual councils from
Southwest, East and North
Elementary Schools.
The councils will hear a report
from Chapter I teachers concerning the school programs. Jim
Greer, Chapter I coordinator for
the Calloway County schools, will
give an update on the program
plans and discuss the program
evaluation. Election of officers for
1982-83 will be held.

Hubbard backers
pay firm $10,391
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Financial-disclostwe reports show
that U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard's
campaign committee paid a
Washington law firm $10,391 for
"professional services" this year.
The reports did not say what the
services were for.
The fee was one-fifth of the total
$51,M2 spent this year by the Carroll Hubbard for Congress Committee. The reports show it was
paid in five payments, the first in
February and the last earlier this
month.
Hubbard is running unopposed
this year in the 1st District.
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!War memorial
hard to establish

garroWs galley

500-mile motorcycle ride reunites
two World War II buddies after 38 years

-•
e

America's passionate divisions over the war in
fisitaam may have quieted, but they haven't gone
way,and that's why it's been impossible to devise
Vietnam War memorial that satisfied anyone,
less everyone. The country still is not even
esough to be unanimously ambivalent about
war. Even the proposal to wait for a conaensus
develop about this memory, before building a
t to it, was controversial. The wait itself,
0013110 said, would be a testimonial to the dispute at
*me, rather that to the bravery of the men and
women who fought and died overseas.
Memorializing the dispute, however, seems to
!have been unavoidable. The original design requirements for a non-partisan memorial insured
that neither the honor nor the purposelessness of
this war would be depicted. And while the sculpture
that was finally chosen is deeply moving — with its
simple landscape and stark catalog of the 57,692
American dead in the order they died, it also enshrines the inability to say more. Its own silent ambiguity about the meaning of those deaths is a testament of a kind to dissension.
A number of Vietnam veterans wanted that
message to recede behind a more traditional
sculpture of brave soldiers in combat. But while
their own memory of the event must be honored, it
is no more complete a statement of the message
Americans want to leave for posterity than another
would be. The federal Fine Arts Commission's decision to add this sculpture to the memorial, but place
It where it won't impinge on the original, satisfied
no one. But it is the aesthetic translation of the only
Political resolution of the Vietnam controversy yet
possible for the nation; a live-and-let-live admission
of divided passions.
- The politically revised Vietnam memorial will
*in no prizes for artistic integrity. But as a monument to the tensions and possibilities of domestic
co-existence, perhaps it is a more honest celebration of Americanism, and even a hopeful tribute to
the divided ranks of Vietnam veterans themselves.

Luch

Benefits suffering
Listening to some politicians, one might imagine
that the Social Security system is suffering from
nothing more than a momentary cash flow problem.
But reality has a way of making itself felt notwithstanding,the fanciful rhetoric of politicians who
would iather not answer hard questions about bow
to reacue Sacial Seogity:
Recently,Social Security officials announced that
they will be forced for the first time ever to borrow
to meet obligations paid out of the system's old-age
trust fund. Sometime after election day, up $2
billion will be diverted from Social Security's
disability benefits or health insurance funds to the
depleted old-age trust fund.
Even a cursory look at the old-age trust fund
shows that this is something more the a passing
cash flow difficulty. The old-age fund has had a
chronic operating deficit because monthly benefits
have been exceeding revenues from the payroll tax.
Making up these deficits has steadily eroded the
trust fund's cash balance to the point where it now
totals less than one month's expenditures. Thus,the
need to borrow from other Social Security funds
may well become as chronic as the trust fund's past
deficits.
Still, that might be no particular worry except for
the fact that disability and health insurance funds
seem headed eventually for a revenue crunch comparable to the confronting the old-age trust fund.
Social Security has problems that can no longer
be papered over.

In 1944, Joe Pat Ward was one of
some 30 Calloway County boys who
were fighting their way across
Europe with the 75th Infantry Division in World War II.
A 21-year-old mortar section
sergent at the time, Joe Pat, who is
now a vice-president at the Bank of
Murray, was the only Calloway Camden in his company, which was part
of the 239th Infantry Regiment.
For years after the war, he kept up
with his buddies and knew where
most of them lived. One lived in
Utah, one in New Hampshire, a couple in New York and so on.
There were three, though, who
were from northern Mississippi, and
by going through phone books as he
passed through towns in that part of
the country while on hunting trips, he
would look for their names. He
located two of them this way, and
since has maintained contact with
them.
There was one, however, whom he
could not locate. He had often
wondered what had happened to him.
It had been more than 38 years since
he last saw him, lying severely
wounded in the ruins of a shelled
building in a small Belgium village.
His name was Wayne Tubbs, and
when they were fighting in France,
Tubbs at only 17 years of age, was a
machine gunner in Joe Pat's unit.
As Joe Pat tells the story, their unit
had taken a small Belgium village

only to be almost surrounded shortly
thereafter by the Germans. They
eventually were forced to withdraw
after dark to another small village a
mile or so down the road.
-+There, the unit holed up again; a
number of them, including Joe Pat
and Tubbs, in this one particular
building. Tubbs and his machine gun
were stationed at a second-floor window from which he had a commanding view of the Germans' most
logical approach route should they
try to take the town.
"The Germans knew where we
were, all right," Joe Pat said,"and it
wasn't long before they threw a lot of
stuff (artillery) at us." In the bombardment, several of their buddies
were either killed or badly wounded,
among them the youthful Tubbs.
When Joe Pat reached him, he
found the young Mississippian had
been sprayed about the head and
shoulders with shrapnel-pieces of
medal from exploding shells. One of
his legs also was broken in two
places, and his left hand was mangled, so badly that when Joe Pat recalled removing his glove, he said, "I
must have pulled most of the flesh off
of his fingers when I did."
Joe Pat and his buddies field dressed Tubbs' wounds and made him as
comfortable as best they could before
again having to pull back in the face
of the Germans'fire. But before they
left Tubbs, another soldier, who had

been hit in a foot by the @Magnet. was
left with him with orders not to leave
him until medical corapruen could
reach the two of them
++
Until a few weeks ago, that was the
Last time Joe Pat had seen Tubbs.
although as the years pained, he
always kept an eye out and an ear
tuned for any news of him
Then one day he noticed in the division's newsletter, which he receives
regularly, that an old boy living in
Arkansas" had mentioned Tubbs in
the newsletter and had noted that he
was living in Oxford. Miss.
Joe Pat immediately called Ma
Bell's information operator in Oxford
and soon had the number of a Wayne
Tubbs. Bingo! It was the right one,
and they had quite a reunion right
there on the phone
Oxford, Joe Pat said, had been one
of the few towns in northern
Mississippi whose phone book he had
failed to check, but it was good to at
last have established contact with his
wartime friend.
It turned out that Tubbs is about 90
percent disabled because of his war
wounds. The doctors were able to
save two of the fingers on his left
hand. He also has a steel plate in his
head where the shrapnel battered his
skull and damaged his brain to siselt
an extent one of his eyes was affected. He has lost sight in it. Otherwise, he was living a fairly normal
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Now,assway of yes knew.Joe Pat
Is as enthusiastic nsetereycle rider,
aid has a relatively sew Me cc
Yamaha.a beautiful. gleaming Work
and chrome machine of which he IS
most proud and thorium* enjoys
riding.
He and Marvin Hurts, who ales
has a nsetorcycie and equally sa)trys
riding, can be seen alniost every day
riding about the county in the late
afternoon.
So. not long ago, Joe Pat straddled
his Yamaha early one morning and
headed for Oxford to see his friend
for first time in 35 rears They had•
greet time of it, reminiscing and getting caught up on each other's lives
since they parted in that bombed-out
building in Belgium
Later in the afternoon, Joe Pat
climbed back on his motorcycle and
rode beck to Murray He covered
more than 500 miles on it that day,
which is quite a day's ride on a
motorcycle, but he really cherishes
the visit with his friend
In the way of a sequel to this story
Back in 1175, Joe Pat and his wife.
Euple, who works faithfully with the
Needline program here in Murray.
went to Europe with a group of the
fellows from the 75th Division and
their wives during which time they
visited many of the areas through
which the division had fought during
World War II
On that trip, they visited not
only the little town in Belgium in
which Tubbs had been wounded but
also the very building

looking back
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washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) — In another
era, another Republican president
sent American Marines into troubled
Lebanon — and their commanding
officer announced that his combat
units would have atomic weapons
available. On the current mission to
Lebanon, the Marines are carrying
their automatic rifles unloaded, with
ammunition clips ready to slam into
the weapons if necessary.
That's the difference between Cold
War brinksmanship and the cautious
marching orders of American troops
on such missions today.
Rules and attitudes have changed
In the post-Vietnam era. The hard
line of the 1900s is mild compared to
that of the 1950s. So much as a hint of
atomic weaponry in such a situation
would be intolerable now — as a matter of policy, politics and world
diplomacy.
President Eisenhower dispatched
the Marines in 1958 to shore up a tottering Lebanese government faced
with rebellion the administration
said was fomented by Egypt and
Syria, with Soviet encouragement.
The Marines landed July 15, stayed
3% months, patrolled Beirut and
guarded the same international airport American forces patrol today.
The American presence was built to
10,200 troops.
The chief of U.S. forces said combat units had an atomic capability.
That talk quickly was tempered with
a Pentagon statement that the administration foresaw no circumstances that might require its
use.
Congressional support was virtually
automatic, almost a matter of
patriotism, in a time when presidents
decided where American troops
would go, and on what errands.
Then, as now, the question was
when the mission would end.
Eisenhower, like President Reagan,
said the troops would withdraw when
the Lebanese government said it
could get along without them

Then, as now, the crisis in Lebanon
stemmed from the broader, chronic
crisis of the Middle East. Egypt and
Syria, linked then in the United Arab
Republic, were in a drive for Arab
unity that toppled the government of
Iraq, shook the leadership of Jordan,
and fomented Moslem rebellion in
Lebanon. The administration saw
Soviet influence behind what
Eisenhower described as "indirect
aggression," and answered with
Marines.
They were not sent into combat;
they went to demonstrate American
support for a shaken government.
Today's is a peacekeeping mission

In a nation still torn by the same
Christian-Moslem divisions that have
kept Lebanon in violent turmoil,
brought to crisis by the Israeli invasion to drive out Palestine Liberation
Organization guerrillas.
Eisenhower formally advised Congress of the 1956 mission as a matter
of courtesy. Reagan reported the current mission to Congress as a matter
of law, under requirements of the
war powers resolution. 'The new requirement was born of the Vietnam
involvement and limits the power of
presidents to commit American
forces to combat, or likely combat,
without congressional approval.

letters to the editor
French Club cafe seen as big success
To The Editor,
The French Club at Murray High
School recently held a sidewalk cafe,
which was a big success thanks to the
support and contributions of many
people.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ford were
very supportive of us, allowing us to
use the space in front of their store,
Wallis Drugs, for the cafe. They also
provided us with many necessary
supplies. The French Club deeply appreciates the kindness of Mr. and
Mrs. Ford,and we hope that they will
continue to support the club in the
future.
National Stores also allowed us to
use their sidewalk space; this enabled us to spread the tables out and
create the atmosphere of a real
French cafe.
I thank all the French Club
members and mothers who made the
delicious and difficult-to-prepare
food. Without it, the day would have
been impossible.
The club is very appreciative of
everyone's help and support.
Sincerely.

Matt Harrington
French Club President
1713 Plainview Dr.
Murray,Ky

Lt. Governor sends
thanks to community
To The Editor:
It was a great honor and privilege
for me to participate in the Murray
State University Home-coming
festivities this year, and I want to
publicly thank all who made my visit
one I will long remember.
MSU is certainly an integral part of
your community,and the pride which
Calloway Countians hold for MSU
was evident throughout the
homecoming activities. I commend
all — University officials, students,
and private citizens — who worked
together to organize the homecoming
and appreciate your allowing me to
take part.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
Martha Lsyne Collins
Lieutenant Governor

Ten years age
William W.Scull,SA. United States
has returned to the United
4111114//110*Alkialic cruise
absurdthe
11111 Limpid. He
is the eon of Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Scull
of Hazel.
Deaths reported include Mrs
Marie Johnston, 75, F.ssie C Puckett,
73, and Mrs. Nora Peal,U.
A grant' of $107,13151 has been
awarded for continuation support of
two-year-old social work program at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Braden, Oct. 21,
a boy to AB Scottie Nolin and Reba
Notin, Oct. 21, and• boy to Mr. and
bars. Russell Curd,Oct. 23.
Kim Mason of Murray High School
Is pictured as one of about 300 junior
and senior high school students from
10 schools in Kentucky, Tennessee
and Missouri who participated in the
25th annual Quad-State String Orchestra Festival Oct. 23 at Murray
State University.
Twenty years ago
The United Fund of Murray and
Calloway County has collected
$30,225 toward a goal of $21,500, according to Charles Hale, chairman.
He added more donations were on
their way trap reports of campaign
workers. -- -Airman Second Class Franklin D
Maupin is participating in "Exercise
Three Pairs" at Fort Hood, Texas,
but he is stationed at Homestead
AFB,Florida.
Mrs. Eden Darnell and Mrs. Evan
Kelly, Murray, Purchase Regional
Librarians, are attending a three-day
convention of Kentucky Library
Amociation at Lexington Oct. 25-V
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr and
Mrs. Fred Herndon, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bell and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Nonrworthy.
Murray High Senior Clam will
sponsor a Halloween Carnival on Oct
31 at Doran's Tobacco Barn
Thirty years ago
Former Senator John Sherman
Cooper. Republian candidate for office now held by Democratic Senator
Tom Underwood, will speak Oct. IS
at the Calloway County Courthouse
R.W. Key is the architect for the
additions to Kirksey, Alin°, New Con.
cord and Lynn Grove High Schools by
the Calloway County Board of Education.
The Murray Nursery and Ffcirist at
North Eighth and Olive Streets was
damaged by fire yesterday morning.
Owners are Mr and Mrs. W.P.
Roberts.
Mrs. Herbert Haipert reviewed the
book, Strange Undo and Friendly
Pao*, by W.O. Douglas at meeting
of Ilagarine Club at the home at Mrs.
B.F. Scheriffius.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Wilson are
vacationing in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park.
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Coming community events listed
Tuesday,Oct. U
Tuesday.Oct.21
Recital by Dr. David
Bethel Baptist Bible
Littrell, cellist, will be at Study will be at 6 p.m, at
8 p.m. at Farrell Recital home of David CunnHall, Fine Arts Center, ingham.
Murray State University.
Reservations for ladies
Murray Ilona Club will luncheon on Wednesday
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the at Murray Country Club
Murray Woman's Clu should be made by today
House.
with Sue Costello or
Charlotte Parker.
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority Unit 827,
David Uttrell, cello,
Woodmen of the World,
guest artist, will perform
will mee at 7 p.m. at
at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Woodmen Hall with Recital Hall, Fine Arta
Loretta Jobs and Judy Center, Murray State
McCarty as hostesses.
University.
Wednesday,Oct 27
Murray TOPS (take off
Women of Moose will
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at serve supper from 6 to 7
Health Center, North p.m. at lodge hall.
Seventh and Olive
Haunted Forest and
Streets.
Carnival, sponsored by
Singles Class will meet Calloway Athletic
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and Boosters and MurrayPoplar Church of Christ Calloway Jaycees, will be
from 6 to 10 p.m. at
building.
Murray-Calloway Jaycee
Memorial Baptist Fairgrounds, Highway
Church will have a Hallo- 121 North, Coldwater
ween skating party from Road.
6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray.
Ladies day events at
Country Club will
Murray
Haunted Forest and
bridge at 9:30
include
Carnival, sponsored by
with
Alice Purdom
a.m.
Jaycees and Calloway
hostess and luncheon
Athletic Boosters, will be as
at noon with Sue Costello
, from 6 to 10 p.m. at
and Charlotte Parker as
Murray-Calloway Jaycee
co-chairmen.
Fairgrounds, Highway
Coldwater
121 North,
Road.

Wednesday,Oct. 27
Thursday,Oct. X
Hazel and Douglas
Chapter 50 of Disabled
Centers will be open from American Veterans and
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Anviliery are scheduled
tivities by senior citizens. to meet at 7 p.m. at
Legion Hall
Thursday,Oct.30
Bazaar by First United
Legion Dove Supper wll
Methodist Church be served at 6:30 p.m. at
Women will be from 10 Murray Ledge No. 2011
a.m. to 2 p.m. in social Loyal Order of Mow.
hall with lunch at $3 per
Classes by Preservaperson to be served from
tion of Southern Harmony
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Singing, Inc., are
Magazine Club will scheduled at 7:15 p.m. at
meet at 2 p.m. at the Benton Library with Dr.
home of Mrs. Taas Hop- Glenn Wilcox ot Murray
as teacher.
son, Rt. 6.

Thursday,Oct. 28
Mothers Morning Out
will be from 8:30 to 11:30
11.111. at Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.
Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
Halloween party for
preschool through fourth
grade at Murray Country
Club has been changed to
Oct. 30.

Pumpkin seeds can be used

SIDS (sudden death
Front Porch Swing will syndrome) Group will
STILLWATER, Okla.
rehearse at 7 p.m. at meet at 7:30 p.m. at
(AP) - Use the seeds
First Christian Church.
Health Center, North from your Halloween
Seventh and Olive pumpkin as a delicious
Third night of Haunted Streets.
snack food, advises Dee
Forest and Carnival,
sponsored by Calloway
Parents Anonymous Ann Hess, Oklahoma
Athletic Boosters and will meet from •6:30 to • State University ExtenJaycees, will be from 6 to 8:30 p.m. For information sion nutrition specialist.
For making tasty
10 p.m. at Jaycee call 759-1087 or 7534089.
roasted pumpkin seeds,
Fairgrounds.
she says, wash the seeds
Ministers Wives
Zeta Department of Fellowship of Blood well and spread in a
Murray Woman's Club River Baptist Associaton single layer on a cookie
will meet at 7 p.m. at club will be at 6:30 p.m. at sheet to dry. Roast at 375
F for 20 to 30 minutes or
house.
Memorial Baptist
until completely dry. Dot
Church.
with butter or margarine
"The Haunting of Hill
and brown 5 to 10 minutes
House" by Community
Mothers Day Out will at 400 F. Sprinkle with
Theatre will open at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in the be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- salt, cool and serve. The
seeds toast more evenly if
Murray-Calloway County tist Church.
stirred often.
Park. For information
call 759-1752.

Juanita Lee directs program
for Elm Grove Church Women

Lemma Warren leads program
Lemma Warren was
leader for the program
about "Bold Praying For
Portugal" at meeting of
the Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church
Women.
The meeting on Oct. 4
was at the home of Roberta Ward.
Also assisting in the
program were Frances
Brown, JeSse Wooden,
Katie Outland, Opal
Howard, Eunice Mills

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
-Bold Praying For Por- at meeting of the Baptist
western portion of tugal" was the theme of Women of the Elm Grove
Livestock and Exposition the program presented at Baptist Church on Oct. 12
at the church.
Center.
Juanita Lee was the
program
She was
•W; assistedleader.
rtAs.-WrtA.
/
1
2
by Bobbie
FREE (This Week)
Burkeen, Letha Cossey,
Opal Hale, Mildred
Halloween Mask
Geurin and Electa
For Children
Fulkerson.
The women voted to
under 12 with
give $25 to the InternePurchase
tional Loan Fund and to
sending $15 to
Jonathan Creek BaptistEncampment.
Dr. Alice Koenecke was
Mrs. Fulkerson, presi- guest speaker at the
dent, presided. The call to September meeting of the
prayer was by June J.N. Williams Chapter of
Crider and leading the United Daughters of
prayer was Mable the Confederacy held at
Closing Sim* Nits Oct. 31, 1912 For Tbe Seesealt4
Blalock.
the Sirloin Stockade.
Thanks Geneva & Johnie
Refreshments were
The speaker used as
served by Mrs. Fulker- her subject,'`Family Life
son.
During War Between the

.,conOule

and Opal Holland.
Geneva Brownfield
discussed a topic,
"Journey to Spain."
Pauline McCoy, chairman, presided with
Thelma Warford leading
the opening prayer and
Ruth Caldwell giving the
prayer calendar.
Mrs. Ward and Mrs.
Warren served
refreshments. Yetive
Brown was a visitor.

Dr. Koorglia‘espeok$„f..Q.c.41,Qc

rt9s,‘./
1
2
.WA.

States."
Mrs. William Major,
president, presided. Mrs.
Douglas Shoemaker gave
the devotion.
Fourteen members and
three guests, Dr.
Koenecke, Mrs. Herman
Lovins and Miss Frances
Whitnell, were present.

AWARD WINNERSfor lAdles Day Golf at Murray Country Club, bsclude,left
to right, front row, Cathryn Garrott, Billie Cahoon, Betty Jo Purdom, Judy
Latimer, Betty Hinton, Inns Orr; second row, Jeriene Sullivan, Jane Fitch,
Virginia Schettman, Pain Mayfly, Vee Severna, Toni Hopson, Freda Steely;
third row, Frances Farber, Mary Belle Overbey, Linda Alexander, Diane
Villanova, Ann Haney and Molly Booth.

Golf winners presented awards
Betty Jo Purdom needed a gunny sack to take
all her trophies home
after the lady golfers' annual awards banquet
Wednesday night at the
Murray Country Club.
Mrs. Purdom not only
won the championship
flight in both the medal
play and match play tournaments this past summer, but she also posted
the most birdies - 17 of
them -on the ladies' birdie tree in their lounge.
Virginia Schwettman,
one of the ladies' newest
players, captured three
of the 42 awards made by
the 1982 chairmen, Ve
Severns and Pam Mavity. Mrs. Schwettman
trimmed 11 strokes off
her 1981 handicap to win
the "most improved
player" award. She also
finished second in her
flight in match play and
had the most birdies two - in the same flight,
the third.
Molly Booth, as winner
of the third flight in
medal play, won the
coveted Charles Sexton
Metno'ri-81', Teo'016,'
awarded innially by his •
w 0/7"8fi d" ritairee'i"
Parker won the award for
having the fewest putts in
the medal play tournaent.
The winners and their
awards were:
Championship flight in
medal play: Betty Jo
Purdom, winner; Jerlene
Sullivan, second; and
Venela Sexton low net.

First flight: Inus Orr,
winner; Diane Villanova,
second; and Toni Hopson
low net.
Second flight: Cathryn
Garrott, winner; Betty
Hinton, second; and Jane
Fitch low net.
Third flight: Molly
Booth, winner; Ann
Haney, second; and
Freda Steely low net.,
Fourth flight: Frances
Parker, winner; and a
three-way tie for second
involving Ve Severns,
Mary Belle Overby and
Linda Alexander.
Championship flight in
match play: Betty Jo
Purdom, winner; and
Jerlene Sullivan, runnerup.
First flight: Toni Hopson, winner; and Pam
Mavity, runnerup.
Second flight: Betty
Hinton, winner; and Jane
Fitch, runnerup.
Third flight: Freda
Steely, winner; and
Virginia Schwettman,

West Fork Church Women plan
World Day ofPrayer program
West Fork Baptist
Church Women met Tuesday,Oct. 12, at the church
with the president, Violet
Johnson, presiding.
The group voted to
sponsor the World Day of
Prayer program on Nov.
1 at 9:30 a.m. in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
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rinuierup.
Fourth flight: Mary
Belle Overby, winner;
and Linda Alexander,
runnerup.
On the ladies' *wringer
board", Dorothy Fike
and Venela Sexton tied
for first place in the
championship flight,
trimming 16 strokes off of
their opening day's score.
Pam Mavity and Judy
Latimer tied for first in
the first flight, trimming
22 strokes off theirs,
while Sue Costello was
the second-flight winner
with 15. Molly Booth was
the winner in the third
flight with 23 strokes cut
off her first day's scorc•,
while Linda Alexander
was the fourth flight winner with 42,
Diane Villanova had
the most birdies in the
first flight with seven,
and Edith Garrison was
the second flight "birdie
tree" winner with three.
The affair concluded
the ladies' 1982season.
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Cozy Garland reported
a new set of special birthday cards was purchased
for the residents at
Westview Nursing Home.
A program about the
country and people of
Portugal was presented
by Kathy Wilcox, assisted
by Cora Byrn and Doris
Greer.
Martha Butterworth,
acting prayer chairman,
read the names of missionaries having birthdays.
Refreshments were
provided by Elaine Collins.
The next regular
meeting will be Tuesday,
Nov. 9, with Gladys Gupton as hostess.
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The Witches and the Goblins are brewing up o five-day Halloween Party for you at
ear gallery from Tuesday, October 26th through Saturday, October 30, 1902.

All during these party days you are invited to visit our soda fountain, eat a

pumpkin or blueberry muffin, and find your Halloween treat inside the muffin.

7it

All during the week you are invited to visit our soda fountain, eat a pumpkin
or blueberry muffin, and find your Halloween treat inside the muffin.
I. Bey one pries, pet 000 free
1
2 ropier price
2. Boy print for /
3. Ray Menu's "Blnellird"
4. Ray Menu's "Sew-Whet Owl"
S. Solts's '''For."
6. Zinsinerman's "Soaring Eagle"
7. linnes•nonn's "The Eagles"
I. Frece's "IsnignITigar"
9. Itin Rolland print ti price
10. thel linhond print /
1 2 price
11. Yaw choice of any frusied print on the well
/
1
2 price •
12. 14-karat Gold necklace or earrings
13. GRAND PRIZE Ray Menu's "Bob White
Covey arch"franad
14. A New Tea Graphic
15. Anwrican Master's Graphic

16. Rots Cards
17. Jock Daniels Poster
18. Jack Daniels Apron
19. Resmington Poster
20. We Unmasks Art Scroll
21. Decanter
21. Cigarette Can.
23. agent% Lighter
24. Cosasetic lag
2$. VII Arreagnr
26. Canvas Wiwi Ruck
27. Dish Storage Reck
21. Set of 4 French Jolly Jar Glossas
29. Charley Hewn Print - "Dream T
"Ronk keels leer"
30. Victor's "Weed Mesa"
31. $25.00 off se year Nest framing order

. All treats must be honored in one week and no "tricks" required. If you do not wish to keep
your treat then turn it in so someone else con win.
At this potty everyone wins, everyone will have fun, so pion now to meet your friends for
breakfast, lunch, or tea at the...

BLACKFORD HOUSE
GALLERY
418 Main Street
Murray, Ky.

central canter 753-3314

,Z0.1

EVERY YARD OF

FABRIC
IN OUR STORE

a

THAT REGULARLY SELLS FOR $2.99 YARD OR MORE

.„

e

S.

NOT JUST A
FEW SELECTED
FABRIC ITEMS ON SALE
THAT MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS!!
WE ARE SELLING
EVERY YARD OF

•

FABRIC
OFF
1
$"

IN OUR STORE AT
OUR REGULAR
LOW PRICES

Pt

EVERY
YARD
OF FABRIC
IN OUR

STORE
ON

•
• S.

YO
OF $2
014 MOREI
.
14

SALE
THAT REGULARLY
SELLS FOR
12.99 YD.
OR MORE.

•
•

on

‘1.b
chestnut at. 753-3314
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peeling a blood hods of retaliation
that never took pisce.
Weaving in his talk, he told as
about the South Vietnam geosoal.
In the hit hours, who was taking
with Eger, in great sadness, sae
minute, and the next minute, be
whipped out his pistol and camWitted suicide.
Raper remained in Saigon five
weeks after the fall until the Conmod government expelled him.
He is on special assignment until
January, writing a book an the
Vietnam War for the Associated
Press to be published by Ballatine
Books in the fall of 1983.
Some of his foreign associations
Included the riots in Bermuda in
1977 and the People's Temple
suicides and murders in
Jonestown, Guyana, in November
1978.
• • •

The homecoming pep rally for
Murray High was a "happening:"
The football players, Mark Boggess, Jeff Downey, Chris Farmer,
Steve McDougal and Kilt Albeitten, stole the show in their stylish
cheerleading outfits as they
dance in a chorus line.

datebook

SIDS group to meet

Dexter-Hardin plans event

SIDS (sudden death syndrome) Support Group
will meet Thursday, Oct. 28, at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. This is for any parent who has lost a
child or young adult through sudden death, accident
or natural death. The group is composed of papents
who have lost children and want to share their feelings with other parents in the same group, according to Lillian Robertson, licensed practical
nurse with the department. For information persons may call the center at 753-3381.

A Halloween festival will be at Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church on Saturday, Oct. 30, at 7
p.m. This will include a haunted house, games and
refreshments, according to a spokesman for the
United Methodist Youth Fellowship. sponsor of the
event. Admission will be 50 cents in costume and $1
if not in costume.

Memorial fund planned
A Memorial Fund for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Program has been organized.
Funds received will go to continue programs and
services for Senior Citizens unless otherwide
specified by the party making the contribution. A
governing board will make the decisions of proper
expendttures of these monies, accerding to Tripp
Thurman,director of'the Murray-Calloway group.

Potter truck will be here
The truck from Potter Children's Home will be in
the Murray area during the week of Nov. 1 through
5 to pick up food donations. Persons may bring
items to the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ
building.

Wranglers to meet Friday
Wranglers Riding Club will have a business
meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Leslie
at Coldwater on Friday, Oct. 29, at 7 p.m. All persons interested in the club are urged to attend, according to R.O. Woods, president.

Calloway supper Friday
A Chili supper will be served from 5:30 to 7 p.m.in
the cafeteria of Calloway County High School prior
to the Calloway and Webster County football game
on Friday, Oct. 29. Tickets will be $2.50 for adults
and $1.50 for children under 12 which will include
chili, drink and dessert.
This supper is sponsored by Calloway Band
Boosters Club who will make a donation to the
Calloway Chamber Singers. A special program by
the Chamber Singers will be at 6 p.m. The Chamber
Singers are continuing their efforts to raise funds
for their trip to Austria in the summer of 1983.

Oaks party Saturday
All children under the age of 12 of the Oaks Country Club have been invited to a Halloween party on
Saturday, Oct. 30, at 1:30 p.m. at the club. Treats,
games and refreshments will be featured. Those
planning to attend should call Beverly Ghan, 7538197. or Debbie Pardue, 753-9849, to make plans for
the event.

Murray party Saturday
A Halloween party for preschool through fourth
grade of Murray Country Club will be Saturday,
Oct. 30, from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at the club. Members
note change from Oct. 28 as listed in social calendar
of the club. In charge of arrangements will be
Jeanette Williams, chairman, Mona Blankenship
and Tara Dennison.

Poetry contest planned
A $1,000 grand prize will be awarded in the eighth
Annual Poetry Competition, sponsored by World of
Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for poets. Poems of
all styles and on any subject are eligible to compete
for the grand prize or for 99 other cash or merchandise awards,totaling over $10,000.
Joseph Mellon, contest chairman, said "we are
encouraging poetic talent of every kind and expect
our contest to produce exciting discoveries." Rules
and official entry forms are available from the
World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept. G,
Sacramento, Calif.

Tennis play Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Oct. 28, at 10 a.m. at the club.
Substitutes will be Janne Hughes, Frankie McNutt,
Sharron Brown and Brenda Marquardt.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One - Sue
Overbey, Judy Carroll, Jenny Sue Smock and Andrea Hogancamp; Court Two - Georgianna Moffitt, Patsy Oakley, Joni Billington and Rainey Apperson; Court Three - Lois Keller, Emmy Edwards, Patsy Miller and Jeanette Williams; Court
Four - Lynn Stout, Lana Smith, Nancy %%inner
and Peggy Billington.

BAZAAR BY First Oohed Methodist Church Wieners MI he Thomeley.Oct.
Orem ers.tot p.a.
turfed. from left, are Gertrude Johnsen, Wthom McGraw, '-deZ,
Pet
ue and Illsrale Irene
showing some of the many items to be se sale LIM*
be selvad ban 11 a.M. 1 pia. aed tickets at
each may be reserved by calling the chinch seine MAU,or at the asst.

Newborns and dismissals
are listed by local hospital
Tucker and baby girl. 125
North 18th St., Mayfield.
Rosemary Stroup and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Fulton
Dismissals were as
follows'
Jane Elizabeth King
and baby girl, 1633
Walnut, Benton; Diane
Elizabeth Kettle and baby
boy, 1522 London; Renate
Ann Bogard, Rt. 7; Chad
Sharp, Rt. 5; Yvonne
Robinson, 536 Harrison
Meadows, Paris. Tenn.
Melissa Diane Mitchell,
Rt. 4; Datha D. McCallon, Rt 1, Kirluiey.
Vernon Williams, 709
Sycamore St.; Phyllis
Turner, Rt. 2; Cantrell
Jones, 1701 Ryan; Helen
1.. Darnell, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Charles L
Eldridge, Rt. 8; Lottie
Futrell, Rt. 1;
Thomas W. Paschall.
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.; Noah
R. Miller, 755 Riley;
Gladys Dunn, 301 South
Fifth St.; Hortense
13alley, 1107 South 16th
St. Marion Pierce; 39
Shady Oaks; Eula
Paschall expird,(
Rt. 1,
Farmington; J.D.
Outland expired), RL 5.

Census for MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,Oct.
18, was 137 adults and
seven in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Patricia Page and
baby girl, 500 North
Seventh St.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Ann H. Chrism= and
baby boy, Rt. 8; Nancy
Jetton, 112 Crestview,
Paris, Tenn.; Florence
Allen, Rt. 1, Fulton;
Sheryl Ann Sharp, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Paula
• La w•s, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn.
Justin Casteel, Rt. 2,
Benton; Charles W.
Rohltuld, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Travis Smith, Rt.
3, PAris, Tenn.;
Markham Drowns, 1600
Belmont; Nova Douglass,
1307 Olive Blvd.; Dewey
Lampkins, Rt. 2.
Robert Lax, New Concord; Aubrey Smith, 620
South Ninth St.; Raymond Fret‘ 592 Beale;
Gladys Doyle, Fern Terrace Lodge; Treva
McDaniel (expired),
Dexter; Frocie Ross (expired), Fern Terrace
Lodge.

NC suite
CAA,
iSr4 at!

Census at MurrayCalloway, County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Oct. 19, was not listed on
,
re
the report.
Newborn admissions The wore -cheerful'. is said
were Cindy Potts and to come from the Latin cora.
baby boy, Rt. 7; Sara meaning "face."

0

THE MOVIE STORE

rAglat
*I
rir5:-.1
11

324-C Tysee Ave., Paris, TN

5. "Close Enough to
Perfect," Alabama
6. "You're So Good
When You're Bad,"
Charley Pride
7. "She's Lying," Lee
Greenwood
8. "War Is Hell," T.G.
Sheppard
9. "Uvin' In These
Troubled Times,"
Crystal Gayle
10. "Break It to Me
Gently," Juice Newton

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representong

American and International Tray/46w

WED. THRU SAT.

Etienne ri d-x
Aigner Zit)
%

SELECTED GROUPS

DAA/i4hti5 SHOE-VILLAGE
ON THE SQUARE

4

Babbles From Bobbie

V2 OFF

SPORTSWEAR

•
•
I

The term "china'• was originolly a label for
all perceloons coming from the Orient Traders S.
brought the chino from the Orient and only royolity
S.
was able to obtain,?
•
•
bone china. perhaps the most famous and best
loved of translucent proceloorts is light +misty but
very strong It cantons ash from cattle bones to ••
•
pveit o star* white color Few (hem Is non porous •
and mode from fine cloys It too is light weight
translucent and strong
•
To make chino the pieces ore tanned from cloy •
They are then " finished" to remove the rough
edges and mold marks Nest it is fired at about •
2300'. After this finng it IS known os -bisque- •
and feels like :moons stone lt is then glazed and •
fired at o lower temperature to bond the glaze to
the bisque. Now the mete has fanned a smooth
lustrious surface known as 'chino' After a wet
of decorating, it is fired a third time to fuse the
decoration to the Ooze
To recongnize chino, test its translucenc y by
placing your hand at the bock of o plate and raise it
to the light to see if fingers ore visible through
plate. There should be no rough edges or crocks It
should ring like a bell when tapped
The pieces should NM e smooth glaze and
clear color. Always eild=p1111•111 and trim
for breaks and crodtv
aids enkty brand
names also alletS you the assurance that the cher'',
you have is guaranteed.
.
I
To take care of your chino, when stoma stock •
plates with protective pods between them to prevent scratching or other abrasives on china In the
dishwasher use a mild detergent with water S.
temperatures not exceeding 180 depots and arrange pieces so they will not hit together
•
a.

The Showcase
yes bore cemseents sr
esestiess, we wend ap- 121 ly Pees
preciate bear* from yes."
753-4541
•I
•• 4 • • • • 4
•
4.. 4 •• 4 •

•

•

We
Are
Closing!
25% off
Includes panties,
slips, bras,
and girdles

ONE GROUP

FALL SUIT & DRESSES

% OFF

MADEMOISELLE SHOP
COURT SQ. MURRAY

ikl

r
4'
6111101.11

14i;

MURRAY
4

•
•

"PIMA:
BONI OR RIM"

Sportswear Dept.

EXCLUDING ULTRA SUEDE

Off

*Small Leather Goods

••

Entire

20% OFF STOREWIDE

*Shoes
*Handbags
*Belts
*Socks

•' s

Uniforms & Shoes
20% to 50% off

Ansel Adams, American photographer best known for his photos of the High Sierra
Yosemite Valley, began the first college photography department in 1946 at the
California School of Fine Arts.

Best-selling records of
the week of Oct. 24 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows:
1. "Who Can It Be
Now?" Men at Work
2. "Jack dr Diane,"
John C,oligar
3. "Eye in the Sky,"
Alan Parsons Project
4. "I Keep Forgettin',"
Michael McDonald
5. "Scrnebody's Baby,"
Jackson Browne
6. "Up Where We
Belong," Cocker &
Warned
7. "You Can Do
Magic," America
8. "Heart Attack,"
Olivia Newton-Joint
9."Sold On,"Santana
10. "Break It To Me
Gently," Juice Newton

" •" •

9014444001

1.1
1

Records listed

a •

-Ilikocasetto Rooth-

Country-western records are named
Best-selling countryWestern records of the
week of Oct. 24 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were ELS
follows:
I. "He Got You," Ronnie Milsap
2. "I Will Always Love
You," Dolly Parton
3. "Let It Be Me,"
Willie Nelson
4. "Mistakes," Don
Williams

" •

aINCAM!LErl

October in Kentucky can't be
surpassed. I know it is trite to talk
about the weather - you talk
about the weather when you can't
talk about anything elm. BUT,
this month has been glorious. We
attended an Associated Preas
meeting in Lexington last week,
and honestly, one day was prettier
than the next. One of the
highlights of this meeting was AP
newsman George Esper's low-key
talk.
He gave the newspaper people
his eye-witness account of the fall
of Saigon and its aftermath. He
had been awarded the AP Managing Editors Association top performance award for his coverage
of this event in 1975. He was the
reporter who filed the bulletin that
North Vietnam had taken Saigon_
He is the AP Boston Bureau
Chief, and he travels throughout
the United States and abroad
writing features and spot news.
His description of the South
Vietnam feeling of Mar and terror
became very real for his audience, as he told of the last days
before the fall. He explained that
the Vietnamese people were ex-

Lucy Lay was bee* off the
plies in time for hamseamkg.
She was recovering trim jot Meat sad G.T. Ilave just relunisd
Irma a asur of Rs asd Lacy
was se glad Os ha hack to On geed
ols' USA. Her imprenion el Roods. pospie was "very uefriendly
mid nowtrasting of foreign."
• ••
Do any of yes remember the
Crutchfield femayof Paduesh
who atbmided Murray State Serbs
the Ws.One of the former MAU.
atudsed. is Jan Crutchfield. a
Csuetry Mimic sang wrker from
Nashville, Tenn. Jan's sea& "It
Turas Me Inside Out," ante by
Lee Greenwood, was nominated
recently for Country Magic
Misdating song at the year.
Sorry la say. he didn't win it "Always On My Mind" came in
first.
• • •
My mailman, Jim Jones, was
telling me this week that his son,
E/5 Thomas Jones and his wife,
Stacey, are enjoying Thomas'tour
of duty with the U.S. Army in Germany. In fact, Stacey is busy learning the German language to better prepare her to live and work
there.
• • •
Another vacation note - Carol
( Mrs. Dick) Thomas had a
wonderful trip to England and
several interest spots in Europe.
She and her sister who lives In
Florida toured with a group called
The Trafalgar Tour Group and
they loved every moment.
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• Come to Wal-Mart Friday night
for the Halloween costume contest.
All Wal-Mart employees will ))e,
costume. You vote for the ugliest or
weirdest or the most unusual — whiate
tickles your Halloween fancy.
They all will be haggling
for your vote.

20th Anniversary
Celebration Continues
With Super Low Prices
On These Items
And More!
Everyday Low Price!
Junior Velour Styled Tops
•100% Acrylic velour

Everyday Low Price!
Mens Long Sleeve
Velour Pullover Top

4 dolman sleeve, solid
3
'Mitre stripe V-front,/
band bottom & cuff 'Assorted stripes
•4 Styles to choose from
•S-M-L

•80% Cotton/20% poly
'Solid colors
•S-M-L-XL

Fleece Long Sleeve Tops
and Pants
•Poly/cotton fleece 'Variety
of styles including hooded top
'Red, blue, purple, grey
•S-M-L

Fleet* Top
Reg 8 93

Ladies Fleece
Sportswear

Hooded Top
Reg 9.93

*Ladies crewneck or
baseball shirts
*Ladies sweatpants
*50150 Creslan/acrylic
'Choice of colors
•SizesS, M, L

7.43
8.43
9.42

Fleece Pant
Reg 10 93

Your Choice

Terrific Savings!
Fashion Sweaters
•100% Acrylic 47 Guage
V-neck styles in assorte
colors 'Contrast stripes
& tipping

Save 1 94
Ladies Wide
Sweep Gowns
'100% Nylon trilobal
'Variety of styles & colors
•S-M-1. *Reg. 7.94

Save 19%
Toddler Girl
Turtleneck Top "
*65(35 Poly/cotton 'Long sleeve. miniprints 'Size 2-3-4
•Reg 3 66

Save 1.64
Boys Mistier
Corduroy Jean
984/16 Polyester.
cotton 14 Pocket
boot cut'Navy.
brown, khaki

:4
It
e 20%
Knit a

Save 15%
Infant/Toddler
Corduroy Boxer

Orlon, t5
nylon,3%
with red 1

•83% Cotton. 17%
oOlyester 'All
around elastic
•Intant sizes and
toddler sizes 2 to 4
•Fl,,,) 296

, 1509'R

Save .11
• 'Mons
tort
"-Leath foot, ghat
Pull
•Rubb
'<loony ar welt C
37

5 PAIRS
COMFORT TOP
KNEE HIGHS

Save 23%
Ladles Lycra
Texsheen Briefs
•Tailored top & bottom
'White, beige, black
'Light support
•S-M-L-X-XX-XXX
•Reg. 1.97

Everyday Low Price!
5 Pair Comfort Top Knee
Highs ins Box
•100% Nylon 'One size
fits 81/2 to 11

3
Save Up To 1 73
Vinyl Handbags
'Vinyl 'Large
compartments
'Assorted colors
'Reg. 7 63-8 73

Save 2.22
Ladles Corduroy Skimmer
'Brown, navy, or beige
'Flat heel, rubber sole
'Fashion styling 'Made in U S.A
'Sizes 5-10 "Reg. 7.96
vir

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our intention to have every advertised item in stock
However, it due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item is not available lor purchase. Wal-Mart will issue a Rain
Check on request tor the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available, or will sell you a similar
•
—
item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to limit quantities

ass • Wei

Wart

SPIN

fn. Leg.'•Wei Meer Sei s for less • Wei NI
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Aladdin
Temp-Rite Heater
Model S481 U

99.96

Save 3 44
Reg. 11 44

Aladdin
Temp Rite 7
Portable
Kerosene
Heater
Model S281U

Save Up To 2.44
Reg 7.88

Each

)97

97

$
4
Save 1 44
Reg 5 44

Sunbeam
Kerosene Heater
Model 3625-2

'age
)rte
pes

Save 4.99
Terrific Savings!
Save 20.00

Thompson
Cal. Rifle Kit
So e 20%

. VI Knit Boot Sock
•••751, Orlon, 1:5% wool,
7% nylon, 3% elastic
with red top •No. 1505,
• 1516. 1509 *Reg. 3.12

'Only home workshop tools
required 'Complete
instructtons including
assembly drawings'No TC5113
•Reg 159 96

50 Cal. Deluxe
Shooters Kit
•Includes powder flask.

Tomy
Digital Derby

grease patch. boast
seater, powder measurer
caPs and cappers. lead
balls. shooting Patches
and handbook
•No AC1444•

Don't miss
The Great Savings
Savet,1
'Mens
Weill ton Boot
•Leatrie•
pull
'Goody
•R(;(4

toot, shaft and
r)s 'Rubber sole
ar welt construction
37

1 33.76
.ftilorrocon

*portsmon

At Wal-Mart's Automotive
Department!

Save 21%

Chainsaw Spark
Plug
•Sizes to fit most popular
chaonsaws *Nos 0J6J 0.18J
Cie •

46.

sports
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No.1 in AP poll changes hands

OVC honors
Racers' Lofton

Pitt edges Washington
PITTSBURGH (AP) — playing the No.1 team in
Pittsburgh is No.1 again, the country, that's an adedging Washington out of ded incentive. It's easy to
the spot it had held in The get up for that," Fazio
Associated Press college said.
But James said, "I
football poll for six consecutive weeks, but think we've been getting
neither team's coach was everybody's best shot,
particularly excited by but we may have gotten it
the change.
anyway."
"It's best to be
The Panthers' muchundefeated. If you're win- touted offense, with
ning, everything else quarterback Danny
takes care of itself," Pitt Marino at the controls,
Coach Foge Fazio said has yet to deliver on its
Monday night.
preseason promise for ex"As I've been saying all citing football.
year, it's the final poll
Against Syracuse, it
that counts. The national produced just two
championship is still our touchdowns out of its 381
goal," Washington Coach total yards.
Don James said.
Fazio said the win
Despite an offensive didn't disappoint him,
struggle for Saturday's although specific plays
14-0 win over unranked may have.
"We may have been
Syracuse, Fazio said he
isn't surprised his Pan- ripe for an upset," he
thers were back on top.
said, adding he was glad
"Nothing surprises me It didn't happen.
Pitt's first four vicanymore. Nothing surprises me about how they tories were over teams
ranked in the Top 20 when
vote," he said.
The Huskies received Pitt played them — North
more first-place votes in Carolina, Florida State,
the poll released Monday, Illinois and West
but Washington missed Virginia.
the top spot by four
The Panthers received
points. Both teams re- 21 of 58 first-place votes
mained unbeaten and un- and 1,109 of a possible
tied.
1,160 points from a naThe Panthers were tionwide panel of sports
No.1 in the preseason and writers and sportfirst regular-season polls, scasters.
but dropped behind
Washington, which did
Washington after beating not score until the final
North Carolina and then 9:35 and defeated Texas
slipped to third after Tech 10-3 Saturday,
defeating Florida State.
received 28 first-place
Fazio and James said votes and 1,105 points.
they don't emphasize poll
Georgia and Southern
rankings.
Methodist held onto the
"I'm sure our team will third and fourth posilook at that tomorrow tions, while Arkansas
morning and say, 'Wow, moved up from sixth to
that's really great.' But I fifth and Nebraska slipdon't think anyone's go- ped from fifth to sixth.
ing to do cartwheels,"
Georgia, a 27-14 winner
Fazio said.
over Kentucky, received
"I really haven't given three first-place ballots
the polls a whole lot of and 1,010 points. SMU,
thought," James said.
which downed Texas 30Yet, Fazio acknowledg- 17 and knocked the
ed the poll can affect the Longhorns out of the Top
Panthers' opponents.
Twenty, received two
"If I was coaching a firsts and 976 points.
The other four firstteam and we were
unranked arid we were place votes went to

Arkansas, which
thumped Houston 38-3
and polled 909 points.
Nebraska, which rallied
In the final period to edge
Missouri 23-19, received
824 points.
Arizona State, one of
six unbeaten -untied
teams in the nation, was
Idle and received 784
points while climbing
from eighth to seventh.
Rounding out the Top Ten
were Penn State,
Alabama and North
Carolina. Penn State rose
from ninth to eighth with
763 points after trouncing
West Virginia 24-0,
Alabama fell from
seventh to ninth with 740
points after a lackluster
21-3 decision over Cincinnati and North Carolina,

NASHVILLE Term.(AP) — Noseguard Rodney
Lofton of Murray State has been selected as the
Ohio Valley Conference's defensive player of the
week.
Morehead State quarterback Mike Hanlin and
Eastern Kentucky tailback Terence Thompson
each won a share of the offensive honors for their
play last Saturday.
Lofton contributed nine tackles, six assists, two
tackles-for-loss and caused one fumble in Murray
State's 21-17 victory over Southwest Missouri.
Lofton is a 6-foot, 255-pound senior from
Toomuga, Miss.
Hardin, a sophomore from St. Mary's, W. Va.,
directed Morehead State's attack to a 38-14 victory
over Tennessee Tech. He hit 21 of 41 passes for 299
yards and three touchdowns and ran for another
score.
Thompson, a junior from Owensboro, Ky., also
had a four-touchdown performance. He led Eastern
Kentucky to a 35-21 victory over Western Kentucky,
scoring on runs of 7-, 13-, 29- and 25-yards.

Rodney Lofton

Green Devils, Nomads enjoy successful soccer weekends
Two of Murray's three
state-bound soccer teams
reported successful
weekend performances
as the teams prepare for
the upcoming playoffs.
The under-16 Green
Devils improved their
season mark to 10-1-2 by
winning two and tying
one in Saturday and Sunday games.

Saturday the Devils
tied an under-19 team
from Paducah (Reds), 22, then destroyed another
under-19 Paducah squad
(Blues), 4-1. Both games
were played in Murray.
A Sunday road trip to
Clarksville, Tenn., netted
the locals a 3-0 revenge
victory over the only
team to beat them this

year.
Mike Phillips and Arthur Wulff claimed the
two Murray goals in the 22 tie against the Reds and
against the Blues David
Dill, Phillips and Wulff
each contributed solo
goals.
Steve Snow, Mike
Muehleman, Art Bailey,
along with Ezra and

OILERS — By virtue of their 6-0 season, the Oilers were crowned champions of
the Murray little League football program this; year. Members of the championship team include — (front row, from left) Jon Stubbs, Lance Allison, T.J.
Gradisher, Scott McDougal, Jeff English, Chip Farmer, Robbie Danner, Jon
Gresham,Todd Sargent,(second row)Jay Poston,Jon Muehleman,Eric Hogancamp, Lance Balmer, Scott Foster, Jon Wilson, Chris Edwards, (back row)
coaches Harry Allison, Ben Hogancamp,Lindy Suiter and Ricky Lovett.

Little Racers practice
Practice for both Little
Racer basketball squads
will begin Saturday at 9
a.m. at Racer Arena.
The Little Racer pro-

idle last weekend, remained No.10 with 642
points.
The Second Ten consists of UCLA, Southern
California, LSU, Florida
State, Clemson, Miami,
Oklahoma, West
Virginia, Auburn and
Michigan.
Auburn made it back to
the Top Twenty after a
three-week absence by
trimming Mississippi
State 35-17 and boosting
its record to 6-1, while
Michigan reappeared
after a four-week lapse
by crushing Northwestern 49-14. The Big
Ten thus placed a team in
the Top Twenty after
missing last week for the
first time since The AP
poll began in 1936.

Isaac Schroeder provided
the locals with the
necessary depth to survive the back-to-back
games against the older
Paducah squads.
Sunday's victory was a
special credit to the
fullback corps of Chris
Padgett, Bill Maddox and
Luke Harrington who
helped goalie Ben Yoo

deny the powerful
Clarksville squad time
and again.
Dill picked up two goals
for Murray and Phillips
added another in the Sunday contest. Thursday
the Devils entertain Martin, Tenn., before travelling to Owensboro for the
state tournament, Nov. 67.

The other Murray soccer squad headed for
state tournament play in
November — the under-14
Nomads — tied an aggressive team from Martin, 4-4, Saturday.
The Nomads had been
beaten at Martin, 4-3,
earlier, but fought back,
from a 3-0 deficit to tie the
(Continued on Pg.9)

COWBOYS — Members of the second place Cowboys (3-3) of the Murray Little
League football program include — (front row, from left) Steve Conner, Todd
Keller, Don Brock, Mickey Carson, Mark Miller, J.T. Sims, Steve Downey, Jim
Page, Alan Kelso, (second row) Trevor Knight, Jason Sammons, Jeff Harvey,
Brian Carroll, Chad Bazzell, Brad Schroeder, Kevin Tucker, Torn Thurmon,
(back row)coaches Tim Miller, Tom Rushing and Ed Carroll.

gram will be under the
direction of Guy Furr and
former Murray State
basketball player Tom
Adams.

`4.

W.F. CHUMLEY, M.D.,
PAUL BOOM, JR., M.D.,
And
KENNETH PEAT, M.D.
Wish To Announce That
NASSIR SAGHAFI, M.D.
Has Joined Them For The Practice Of
Radiation Oncology
CHARGERS — Members of the third place Chargers (2-4) of the Murray Little
League football program include — (front row, from left) Clint Hutson, Jimmy
Williams, Chip Adams, Bill Fandrich, Craig Schwettman, Janata Wynn, toby
Baker, John McDougal, (second row) Russ McCutcheon, Mikey Jones, James
Payne, Scott Lyons, Chris Hayes, Drex Troxler, Russell Foster, (back row)
coaches Dean Lampkins, Randy Dunn and Roger Dunn.

At
Western Baptist Hospital
Paducah, Ky.
.

STASHED CASH
Earns You
NOTHING!!!

Case'n Chainup to

Purchase an ECHO CS500VL (16'
or 20' bar) & receive a Free carrying case G extra loop of chain tip
to $53 74 value Similar savings on
other ECHO chain saws in stock
•

BEARS — Members of the fourth place Bears (1-5) of the Murray Little
League football program include — (front row) Heath Ryan, Jimmy Scott, Jeff
Schwartz, Greg Moffitt, Jeff Thompson, Darren Jones, Mike Caldwell, Scott
Cain, Monty McCuiston, (second row) James Hammack, Jimmy Osborne,
Justin Crouse, Darrell Miller, Grim Shell, Scott Gordon, Bruce Thurmond,
Michael Fulton, Ricky Garland,(back row)coach Kevin Wright.

• 1:4araeLititinliati

30 Month
Certificate Earns

5374

10.20%

value

* Effective firs Nov. 8, 1982
ECHO chain saws give you years of extra dependable service
"patented anti vibe system & automatic oiler
tough durable
construction inside & out

ONE that lasts!

MURRAY

/fr

With a Compound Yield of 10.460%
*Minimum Deposit $400.00
*Insured by the F.S.L.I.C.
• ••••

(Substsatiol Interest Penalty for Esriy Witbdrswol)

RENTAL SALES

Security Federal

CENTER
200 E. Main

•

753-8201

o-

Savings & Loon Asso.
759-1234
so Johnson Blvd.
\\

UPIDEP

•
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Pro basketballpreview

Old faces in new places,but NBA outlook the same
Baden to two NBA titles
before retiring two years
elk illiscarered be mlad the competition and
the unary and is making
a comeback with the
Miiwaukee Bucks They
open Saturday night
against the Knicks.
Bill Walton, the
brilliant redhead with the
brittle feet, has played
only a handful of pros
since leading Portland to
the championship in 1877.

He pima to play ace a
week ler the Sas Diego
Clippers wadi he caw
eistermine hew his feat
withstand herd competition Walton In expected
to he in =Kern when the
Clippers host the Phonate
Sums Friday night.
Before acquiring
Maims. the 76ers traded
the flanaboyest Darryl
Dawkins to the New
Jersey Nets, who open
the mama send the
Chicago Mb Friday.
The Los Angeles
Lakers retained the core
of the fast-breaking team
that defeated the news
for the NBA championship last Jane, but made
a major addition when
they picked James Worthy of notional college
champ North Carolina
No.1 in the draft.
The Lakers open at
home against Golden
State Friday night, when
Boston is at Cleveland,
Atlanta at Detroit,
Washington at Indiana,
Portland at Kansas City,
Dallas at Denver and
Houston at Seattle.

STARS AND NO-SHOWS — (Above) The Los Angeles Lakers return stronger
than ever to try and defend their NBA championship obtained last year.(Below)
DePaul standout Terry Cummings (32) may not be performing in the NBA
although he was dratted first by San Diego. Cummings turned down the Clippers'
offer to play for Athletes in Action.
AP file photos

Smith beats Fromm,advances
in Paris Indoor tennis tourney
PARIS (AP) — Stan
Smith of the United
States advanced to the second round of the ;75,000
Paris Indoor tennis tournament beating Eric
Fromm 6-1,6-4.
In other first-found
matches,Harold Solomon

Soccer...

-

(Continued from Pg.6)
older Tennesseans in
Murray.
Tonight the Nomads
are at Clarksville where
they'll play the Golden
Warriors all star squad.
In Saturday's game
with Martin, Mark Whittaker scored twice and
Don Brock and Mitch
Phillips each scored once
for the locals. Assists
came from Ken Mikulcik,
Brock (2),and Phillips.
State tournament action for the Nomads
begins Nov. 13-14 in Jeffersontown. For the
season the Nomads post a
6-2-1 record with their only losses coming to Martin and Clarksville teams.

of the United States Jerome Potier, France,
downed Arnani Jumatano beat Eric Iskersky,
of Burundi 6-0, 6-3; Bruce United States,6-2,5-7,6-3,
Manson, U. S., defeated and Jay Lapidus, U.S.,
Christophe Roger- ousted Danny Visser,
Vasselin, France,64,6-4; South Africa,6-4,6-2.

Hanging over the NBA
are financial problems.
Two-thirds o( the 74
Learns lost money last
season, and some owners
feel the big contract
Malone signed with
Philadelphia is a step
down the wrong fiscal
road. One — San Diego's
Donald Sterling — has his
team up for sale.
There also are labor
worries. The basic agreement between the owners
and the NBA PLayers
Association expired last
June, and negotiations on
a replacement are at a
standstill. So far, there
have been no strike
threats from the union.
The big deals of the offseason appear to have
made the strong teams
stronger, and thus the
balance of power in each
of, thajptir.-dIvisions noIn the Atlantic Division, Boston and
Philadelphia should battle for first place for the
fourth consecutive
season. Both teams
should be better, which is
hard to do when you're
already winning 60-plus
games every season.
To get Malone's 30
points and 15 rebounds a
game, the 76ers gave up
defensive standout
Caldwell Jones. The loss
of Dawkins will help pay
Malone's huge salary, but
it won't help him under
the boards.
To compensate, the
76ers are counting on 6foot-10 Mark lavaroni to
do what Kurt Rambis did
for the Los Angeles
Lakers last year — create
havoc underneath and let
the superstars do the
scoring. If Iavaroni does
his job, Malone, Julius
Erving, Andrew Toney,
Maurice Cheeks and Bobby Jones can do the rest.
Quinn Buckner, acquired in the Cowens
deal, will help fill the
Celtics "weakness" in the
backcourt. With Nate Archibald and Danny Ainge
also available at guard,
the position pales only in
comparison with the
frontcourt of Larry Bird,
Robert Parish, Kevin
McHale and Cedric Maxwell.

McDonald's
Breakfast Special
Scrambled Egg,Sausage
on English Muffin

MURRAY
LOCATION
ONLY

2 for .99c

No Coupon Required. Offer
good only during Breakfast Hours.

AM-10:30 AM lase.-Set.
7 AM-11 AM Smiley

at
McDonald's
107 N. 12th

753-5548

New Jersey
Rs bedtcourt by=
Ray Williams to Kamm
City far Phil Ford. Ids
will pen with Otte Oki
meg if Birdlime stays
heakhy. Dawkhis will get
trantesurt support iron
laid seamon's rookie of the
year, Beck Williams. and
Albert King.
Washington, which
made the *riffs a year
ago, be. nagged Greg
Ballard, Jeff *Wand and
Rick Maborn up trent and
Kevin Grevey and Frank
Johnme at guard. New
York has a new
disciplinarian coach in
Ruble Brown, gets a full
seam from guard Paul
Westphal and has top
power forward Truck
Robinson, but the Knicks
are unsettled at center
with Bill Cartwright and
Marvin Webster.
Milwaukee, again a
prohibitive favorite in the
Central, is gambling that
Cowens has retained
enough of his skills to
more than offset the less
of Buckner, whose departure leaves the Bucks
without a real
ballhandler. Forward
Marques Johnson is still
rated better-thanaverage despite a subpar
season, while guard
Sidney Moncrief is a budding superstar.
But Cowens will have to
be as good as ever and
center Bob Lanier must
coax another season out
of his aged knees for
Milwaukee to challenge
the 76ers and-or Celtics in
the playoffs.
Atlanta, whose
slowdown style made it
last in offense and first in
defense in the NBA last
year, may have to change
Its ways with the addition
of whirlwind rookie
Dominique Wilkins. The
Hawks have a potentially
top-notch frontcourt, with
Wilkins, Dan Roundfield
and center Tree Rollins,
and they are counting on
rookie Keitb Edrommott
to help Eddie Johnson at
guard.
Chicago, like New York
a major disappointment a
year ago, changed directions with new Coach
Paul Westhead and the
Gilmore trade. In exchange, the Bulls picked
up center Dave Corzine,
an unknown quantity as a
starter, and rugged forward Mark Olberding,
who will team with
holdovers Reggie Theus
and David Greenwood
and rookie Quintin
Dailey.
Detroit won 18 more
games last season than
the year before, thanks to
big rookie performances
from Kelly Tripucka and
Isiah Thomas. The

Man hope Breheand
picks CM Umbels
mad akity Pierce le
sales the Morseamt.
ham serred Herb
Wise trees forward %
seder In asks resin ter
reek% Milt[Mks&
Ornimed eddied
papperpot reside Abe
Begley. But these teems
rem% the Lasers Cow
terence's worst.
San Antonio hes wen
the Midwest Diving= four
of the past seven years
and appears to have the
best chance to do it this
season. The Spurs are
countiqg on Gilmore,
Gerviniind Mike Mitchell
for 70 pants a game, with
Mike Moore providing the
passing.
Denver, which the
NBA's No.1 offense and
worst defense, won't
change much with Dan
lasel, Alex goglish and
Mid Vamknesgbe. Center
Rich Kelley and rookie
guard Rob Mame are
the top newcomers.
Caldwell Jones can't
replace Malone as the
Houston Rockets' meal
ticket, so Dallas, Kansas
City and Utah have a
chance to jump in.
The Mavericks rivaled
Detroit in fielding top
rookies, with Mark

=

Amine.Jay Vilma* sad is. Coma and Penis
Boland* Blackmail'. Illhart, preyed It can
Playmaker Kelvin sawn Oat the Wanton
*sassy ease frees end hasdebase.
Noe*IIMBIslimbs Is
hiding and Bill Garnett
of Wynne'', la the tep matte on lb hest trinemen tinshiediss. with
resift
The Kilo ell came on Aims Mrs* arweeneer
yentas resters Steve Mask* Laces. Larry
Jeliassa sad LaSalle Howe, Welker Davie and
twompon said swirly ac- reale Owirtd TWOS
quired Ray Williams. the fop cemelldeess. Dew
while Utah acquired Ms Jahns ead Kyle
Freeman Witham. and lam will get piesdy of
Jelus Drew Is take same peed aegis, with Davie
of the scaring nod elf and ThIrditil *Om we- *
Adrian Deathly and DaralitLed Mend the
rell Grifflth.
In the Pad& Divedan. pisysfts ter the tirst thew
deheding cheasies Lee Is Mx years. To heip
Meeks made a geed center MyeleslTheaseees
dig better web Worthy. mud Calvin Natt, they ad- ,
He should !ft rigid In with died Wayne Cooper and
the Laker,' trapping Kenny Carr The loss of
defensive and running of- Ramsey in the Cooper
fense perfected in the deal will move Daniell
playoffs by Kareem Valentine hito the Marbackcourt with Jun
Abdul-Jabbar, Earvin
"Magic" Johnson, Paxson
San Diego was stunned
Jaansal Wilkes, Norm
Maw Bob McAdoo and when top draft pick Terry
Cummings signed with
Inched Cooper
Seattle acquired David Athletes in Arbon But if
Thompson in hopes he he Jobs the fold later, and
can regain his superstar Walton sees more action,
Mature. If he can average the Clippers will be much
36 points a game,a lineup improved_ The return o/
with Thompson, Jack injured Swen Neter also
Sikma, Lonnie Shelton would help the solid
and Gus Williams would young forwards, Tom
Chambers and Michael
be devastating.
Golden State, with Ber- Brooks,but the backcourt
nard King, World Free, In woefully week.

The best parsec te see abort
HEALTH INSURANCE may be your
if."eat)
cat, Woe
Like s good enfiliar
Sun Fermi these.
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By WILUAM BARNARD tract that could be worth
AP Sporb Writer
$13 million He and hb
new teamEMItell on the
Old faces will be in new
Ners play the Knicks in
overall
places, but the
New York Friday.
picture should be the
Artie Gihnore, a perensame when the National
nial
all-star acquired by
Basketball Association
San
Antonio from
opens its 37th season this
Chicago, will team with
weekend.
scoring champion George
Moses Malone, last Gerrie for the Spurs
season's Most Valuable when they meet the Utah
Player with Houston, has Jazz in Salt Lake City
moved to Philadelphia Friday.
and signed 11 six-year conDave Cowena, who led

Local Bashttball
being $1 per contestant.
The event will take
place Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the CCHS gym and
each contestant will shoot
goals from different locations for different point
values during a oneminute time limit.
Trophies will be awarded in each class.

Lorry Krouse Insurance
,524 Alain

759-91ISSAI

•Uses Instant-Loading
Program Pak' CartMgem for
Action-Packed Games and
Personal Probietn-Solving
•Learn BASIC Programming
With Our Tutorial Manual
•Educational—Aids
Math, Reading, Typing
•Easy to Expand as Your
Needs and Skills Grow
• Attaches to Any TV Set
•Create High-Resolution
Graphics—Color Computers
With Extended BASIC Also
Sake-Priced at $100 On

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTtR CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

••

•
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Housewares have foreign flavor c""""
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If you've been shopping
for housewares lately,
you may have noticed a
decided foreign accent in
the food preparation products section of your
favorite department
store or housewares shop.
In recent years, the
number of foreign-made
appliances and gadgets
sold in the United States
has escalated
dramatically. It seems
the American appetite for
imported food processors, pasta makers,
woks, electric rice
cookers, coffee makers,
and other utensils and
gadgets useful in cooking
ethnic foods has increased in proportion to their
availability.
Underscoring the importance foreigners now
attach to selling their products in the United
States, 47 Italian
housewares manufacturers recently set up a
display of their newest
products at the Italian
Trade Center in New
York.
More than 10,000
American retailers were
invited to look over the
new offerings in pots and
pans, tableware and
small electric appliances
— many of which had
never been seen in this
country.
If the products find
favor with American
retailers, department
stores and housewares
and gourmet shops may
soon look even more
European than they
already do.
Why would these
manufacturers spend all

41
:

the time, money and effort to bring their products here — especially
when the Italians are
already playing host to an
increasing number of
American retailers at
their twice-yearly
housewares fair in
Milan?
Dr. Giorgio Corrias,
Italian trade COMTIIESsioner in New York, explained that the
American market has
become very important
to Dalian housewares
manufacturers. In 1981,
for example, about one
fifth of all imported coffee makers, electric food
processors, slicers, choppers and grinders came
from Italy. The figure
was 31 percent for similar
non -electric food
preparation utensils.
Furthermore, as a
result of poor economic
conditions in Western
Europe, many manufacturers find they must export their products
elsewhere to keep
employees and plants
busy.
"We looked at your
market figures and that
persuaded us to come to
the United States," said
Giovanni Colombo, with
Elettrofiamma, a maker
of pots and pans and
pressure cookers, showing in New York for the
first time.
Even though European
Imports have increased,
American makers appear
in no danger of losing
their commanding share
of the market here. The
Imports, however, may
expand the choices
available to consumers
and stimulate American

CHECK OUT'THE FEATURES.
CHECK OUT THE PRICE.

makers to produce their
own versions of the successful products, according to Carl Sondheimer, founder and
president of Cuisinarts,
Inc.
The Cuisinarts food
processor imported froth
France helped prove that
a significant number of
Americans would buy an
expensive imported
small-electric appliance
If convinced it could perform better than an
American appliance.
Sondheimer also
pointed out that, quite
apart from marketing
considerations, the current strength of the dollar
vis-a-vis Europea/ currencies is one of the major reasons why we are
seeing a new push to gain
American markets by
Europeans.
Even allowing for recent European price increases, dollars now buy
more European goods
than they used to. Furthermore, being able to
earn dollars greatly contributes to a European
company's health and
ability to grow, he
pointed out.
Lester Gribetz, executive vice president of
Bloomingdale's, who attended the Italian
housewares fair in New
York, is an observer who
has noticed a growing
level of interest in
sophisticated merchandise and design — at least
among Bloomingdale's
customers. He credits an
increased interest in
gourmet cooking, athome entertaining and
more foreign travel with
broadening American
tastes.
Among products he was
impressed with at the fair
was Italian stainless steel

Proper metalworking tools needed

flatware in very contemporary designs.
Other unusual products
shown included a line of
plate, but there are times use ordinary scissors,
By 4NDY LANG
cookware from the
when it becomes you are likely to damage
Newafeatures
AP
Barazzoni Co. Heavynever get necessary to cut thin or them and make a mess of
us
Most
of
duty, stainless-steel pots
working with sheet metal. If you do not the Proieetand pans in the around to
Every bowie should
metal or metal have the proper tool and
heavy
"Colorado" line feature
removable plastic
handles in colorful red,
yellow or green. The
snap-in handles are easily removed for oven cooking, then snap on again to
provide a cool handle for
stove-top cooking, according to Mariarosa
Ftiva, an export representative for the company.
New electric
housewares included
several espresso and cappuccino coffee makers
that operate on a pump
34°
system rather than steam
7,4ki
pressure. According to
Fontana Gianni, the
designer and owner of the
Sornac Company which
produces them, the coffee
WALK- IN
makers can be operated
CLOSET
SCREENE
safely and continuously
MASTER BED RM
PORCH
and are less expensive
16° x 134
than the more typical
10°x134
steam pressure machines
CER.TIL I SEA
now on the market.
Another interesting
-a
`tooking system" is a
FRENCH ORS
group of interlocking pots
4 31071
and pans in different
RATH *1
SUNKEN
sizes. Put together, the
LIVING ROOM
pots can be used to cook
an entire meal on one
184 x134
burner. They can also be
used separately for cookL RAISED HEARTH
ing on stove or oven and
BED RM42
for serving at the table,
RAIL
said Giovanni Colombo of
11°x 11°
ATHECIRAL SEHLING
Elettrofiamma, the
manufacturer.
DINING ROOM
11

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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Some say that looking at sap
phires strengthens the eyes
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
r

Call for a free demonstration
in your office today.

HAI179A

Salad 59' Extra
reP Refills On Drinks

99' Special for Kids

Al
ms
=
MAYFIELD
247-5912

te,•

FLOOR PLAN
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$ 1 With
49Garlic Bread

Inside Dining Only

1111 116 NORTH 7TH

KITCHEN
16°x12°
BREAKFAST

..ea

ONE CAR
GARAGE„

lbehiba's new BD-4511
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better
performance and better copy quality. Add
super redUctions,edge-to-edge copying and
dual paper cassettes.

kANTRY

prIt.

101'

X

rn

174. 114)

sr)

Wednesday 11AM 10PM
ed;

THIS MODESTSANCH HOME, with two bedrooms and a
sunken living room with fireplace, was designed for a retirement couple, or a small, young family. Plan HA1179A has
1,411 square feet of living area and its overall dimensions
will permit it to fit on a 50-by-100-foot lot, or smaller. For
more information, write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Jerold L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow
Road, Melville, NY, 11746.
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WARM AIR CONDITIONERS

BULLETIN:
30 MONTH

6-MONTH

Variable Ceilina Certificates

Money-Market Certificates

N=10.20°
Rota Good tfini Nov. 8th

20/0

$10,0041
Minims
•

97

Rats Good thrill Nov. 1st
DIRECT HEAT WHERE YOU WANT IT AND
SAVE MONEY—WITH ANY ONE OF RYE
KERO-SUN RADIANT PORTABLE HEATERS
The term warm air conditioners Is new
Your rising heating bills are not Check out
Radiant portable
Sun's •full line
Air Conditioners
They'll help reduce your heating coSts
while they provide you with quick

Federal regulations require a substantial penalty
for early withdrawal from certificate accounts

of
kero•
heaters—the warm

ILIJA

targeted warmth

kerosene heaters to choose from
Including the new Sunstream

Every
Radiant heater is 99 9% fuel-efficient
costs pennies per hour to run

onzE 9EclEtal
SAVIN(;S , NNI) LOAN ASSOCIATION

lilt MN

LENDER

Nome Office 1601 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 442-9171
BRANCH OFFICES

••••••

lel,

••. 1•••••.••• ••••••• ••

.0110.

"Lars*.enough to be strong,)et small enough to be friendly.-

WI APING COMPORT TO MN!.INca

with a

KERO-SUN* HEATERS SAVE YOU MONEY
WHILE THEY KEEP YOU WARM

aria

RADIANT I-

RADIANT IA"

5 GALLON CAN
FREE +MTH HEATER
PURCHASE!

•••I •

.1•111.• 14.4,•1•••••

Radiant

neater Is Co01 so you
kero Sun,
Can place It near a wall
Save money while you Stay WaTTTI
Air Conditioner
Kero-Suni Radiant

warm

mere are five different Radiant

suNsTREAm-

WItt a Radiant portable heater, you'll get
warm quickly without waiting for the
entire area tO heat up And the back of a

nit DIRECTOR"

NOW
AVAILABLE
AT:
1.4611
.
0
COO 14
teSt %SO
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have. ;Ornething with
which to cut sheet metal.
It can be the common
aviation snips or any of
Its variations and it
,should be saved only for
metal-cutting, not as a
substitute for hacksaws,
wire cutters or other
specialized equipment.
Snips are almost
useless if they are not
maintained properly.
This means an occasional
oiling of the joints and,
when it is required,
sharpening done by someone who knows what
he is doing. This is usually a professional, since
the sharpening of snips is
a bit difficult. However,
depending on the kind of
work done with them,
snips are not likely to require sharpening very
often, perhaps no more
than once every two or
three years.
If there is any trick to
the use of snips or shears,
it is that the blades should
not be brought close
together at the tips when
cutting sheet metal. The
cutting edge of the upper
blade is placed at the
necessary guideline, with
the metal extending far
back into the space between the blades. The flat
sides of the blades should
be at right angles to the
work surface. Keep as
continuous a cutting action as possible, but as
you near the tips of the
blades, stop. If you keep
going until the tips touch,
you will get an irregular
cut. Once you have stopped short of the tips,
reopen the blades and
complete the cut. At this
point, you must work
very carefully so as not to
cut farther into the metal
than planned. As soon as
you complete the cut,
check to see whether the
edge of
tvtal
th
has any
burrs
uire filing.
Jidin
have,Whegin
• When
a cut in sheet metal from
a point not on one of the
edges, punch a hole in the
metal with a hollow
punch, cold chisel or drill.
You can then insert one of
the blades into the hole
and start the cut. When
using any of these tools to
make a hole, try to do it
firmly and quickly. If you
keep hammering away at
it, the chances are a jagged edge will be the result.
If you have a piece of
sheet metal that appears
to be too thick to cut with
snips or shears, a cold
chisel can usually handle
it. Place the metal in a
vise and scribe a cutting
line in it. This line should
be just visible above the
Jaws of the vise and
parallel with them. The
metal is cut with the
chisel by striking the top
of the chisel with a hammer, a machinist's hammer if you have one.
Strike the chisel a few
sharp blows so that it
makes a cut into the
metal, then move it along
and repeat the procedure
until the entire line has
been cut.
Should you decide to
keep only a single pair of
snips on hand,a combination type for making both
straight and curved cuts
is best. It should be of
medium size unless the
kind of metal that you are
likely to cut calls for
either the small or large
size.
There are, of course,
many specialized snips
and shears on the
market, including some
that are portable power
tools. They have
reciprocating blades
which produce excellent
results, especially if you
have a volume of sheetmetal cutting to do. A
handsaw, if you are lucky
enough to have one,
handles the cutting of
sheet metal with ease if
you have the proper
blades for that purpose.
(Do-it-yourselfers will
find 'much valuable information on a variety of
subjects in Andy Lang's
"Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50
to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, NJ 07666.)
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'Test-tube' pregnancies studied
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*Bulbs (All Varieties(
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*Lawn Seeding
By introducing sperm
directly to the egg in a
Planning & Planting
dish, scarce or sluggish
sperm have a much better chance of achieving
conception than if they
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TRUNK SHOW
We Are Pleased To Announce That Factory Representative Nolan
Wright Will Be At Holland Medical On October 27 & 28 For A
Scholl/Miller Trunk Show.

Save big on this big sounding
Console piano now at spe.*I
prices. Because we bought*we
can oiler you special discounts right
now. It's an outstanding value you
can't afford to miss, but don't delay.
These special discounts won't
last long.

Formerly
Come Meet Nolan Wright And See The New Scholl And Miller
Fashions For Fall.
Mr. Wright Will Be Happy To Assist You In Selecting The
Proper Shoe For You.
Experience The Barefoot Freedom Of Scholl Shoes At
Holland Medical On October 27th & Mi.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

t4QW $1395.00

Reg. $1995.00

Tool
Tremendous Savings On These Kimball Pianos and Organs
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Shoe Bought During The Show
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MHS honor roll announced

•••

Bill Wells, principal;
Murray High School, has
released the honor roll Including the list of
students making all A's
and those making all As
and B's.
All A's
Seniors — Jon Mark
Billington, William Peter
Bossing, Michael John
Childress, Ray Wesley
Ferguson, Teresa Ann
Ford, Gary Galloway,
Melanie Lyn Kelly,
Bradley Edwin McNutt,
Samuel Todd Nunnally,
Kimberly Susan Oles,
James Allen West and
Lisa Gay Wilson.
Juniors — Charles
Howard Cella, Matthew
Harrington, Lisa Carol
Mikulclk and Jeremy Lee
White.
Sophomores —
Ramona Ann Burnley,
Kimberly Marie Greer,
Derrell Shawn Parker,
Amy Rebecca Roos and
Michael Stamper
Wilkins.
Freshmen — Phillip
Billington, Jackie Boltz,
Leslie Diane Borge,
Laura Cella, Deidre
Daugherty, Heather
Doyle, Luke Harrington,
Jill H. James, Jennifer L.

DEAR ABBY I have been married and igibeced three
timea, and am engaged to be mashed to a saiinwho has
beau divorced. We both have grown ebildreis•
We had planned to be married quietly out of state, but a
Mend of ours wants us to have a big wedding and reception for all our family and friends. Would this be appro.
innate under the circumstances? Please help us make the
right decision. We want to do the right thing.
FORTYISH BRIDE

By Abigail Van Buren

Woman Spins Her Wheels
While Boyfriend Idles

DEAR BRIDE: For a couple who have been to the
hitching post a total of four times, I think • quiet,
out-of-state marriage would be more appropriate.

DEAR ABBY. I've always been the "Dear Abby" in my
group, and now I'm writing to you for advice. I've been
living with "G" for nearly two years. He's 29 and has
been divorced for three years. I'm 24.
The problem is that "G" refuses to make any kind of
commitment to me, but I'm totally committed to him! We
never spend any holidays together. He always goes to his
ex-wife's to be with her and their 5-year-old son.
He says he cares for me and doesn't want us to break
up, but he just can't commit himself to anything yet.
He calls his ex-wife to talk to his son and ends up
talking to her for an hour. I have the feeling that "G" is
trapped in an emotional bind with his ex mainly because
of their son. I make nearly as much as "G," but he is
paying off a lot of old debts, plus child support, so I carry
the bigger share of the load financially — rent, utilities,
groceries, insurance, etc.
What is your advice? I love the guy, but I don't want to
waste the best years of my life in a relationship without a
future.

•••

DEAR ABBY: Last week I received the following commercially printed announcement in the mail (made-up
names):
"James Smith and Nellie Brown are celebrating nine
year. together with the marriage ritual on Oct. 25, 1982.
For this new stage in our lives we have chosen the names
of'John and Nellie Born.' We esk your love."
Abby, can you please tell me what this means? Is it an
invitation to a wedding? Is it a legal name change? Or
what?
I can't keep up with the younger generation. I don't
know whether to send a card, a gift, or just accept it as an
announcement of some sort.
NEWE'S CONFUSED AUNT
DEAR CONFUSED AUNT: Accept it as an announcement. If it were intended as an invitation,
the time and place of the "marriage ritual" would
have been included.

DEAR "M": I don't have a crystal ball, but from
your letter I see no "G" in your future. He's not
"trapped" in an emotional bind — you are. Your
love for him is preventing you from doing what you
ought to do for your own sake. Say goodbye to "G,"
and run like "h"!

•• •

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. For a personal 'reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Lratzer and Joey Rexrest.
All A's and B's
Station
James' Dale Armstrong, Donna Ambridge,
Claire Bell, Kathy Ann
Clark, Missy Kay Conner,
Mark David Donaldson,
Donna Kay Farley,
Karen Hainsworth,
Amanda Jane Hammack,
Phillip Harold Houston,
Rebecca Roane Houston,
William Stuart Jackson,
Mary Elsa James, Velvet
Renee Jones, Michele L
Kupchella, Karen Ann
Lewis, Laurie Lee Lovett,
Andrea Alison Marshall,
Kelley Susan McCarty,
Nicky Robin McKinney,
John Nix Purdom, Susan
Lynne Rogers, Melanie
Susanna Roos, Douglas
Bryan Story, Whitney
Adams Taylor, Greg
Turner, Samantha Ann
Wilder and David Keith
York.
Juniors
Robinson Paul Adams,
Emily Rose Apperson,
Joseph Kenneth Ashby,
Julie Ann Baker, Heidi Jo
Barrett, Amy Carman,
Roger C. Dunn, Michael
A. Foust,
George Michael

HEALTH
Scuba course slated

Changes in iron intake
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My let it will contain 52.5 mg of
)nother insists that people iron.
Jilid not need iron 'supple- Since you are a man it is
ments in years past because unlikely that you will need
lhey received enough iron in the increased amount of iron
their food from the old-fash- that women in childbearing
ioned iron skillets. With the years and growing children
present day use of aluminum might need. If you are using
end no-stick utensils people iron cookware and eating a
)niss these traces of iron. Is balanced diet, you do not
this true?
need the iron in an iron-for*. I use iron skillets and I tified vitamin tablet.
also take an iron fortified
Many people ask if you
vitamin tablet daily. I also can get too much iron and
eat three well-balanced the answer is yes. Formeals per day. Do I need tunately iron in the body is
these vitamins? Can you controlled to some extent by
send me some information its absorption from the
on other minerals such as digestive system. In healthy
zinc and magnesium?
people, iron intakes of 25 to
DEAR READER — Your 75 mg a day are unlikely to
mother is absolutely right. have any deleterious effects.
This is particularly true of But the Bantus who make a
acidic foods. Studies show home-brewed beer that conthat if apple butter is cooked tains about 82 mg of iron per
two hours in a glass dish it liter are prone to have iron
will contain 0.47 mgniv iron deposits in the liver causing
In 100 gins of apple butter. liver disease.
But if cooked in an iron skil- There are some people

A "ONE" AVERAGE !HOUJ
CAN ANYBODY HAVE
A "ONE" AVERAGE?

who have special problems swimming yesterday the
with excess iron, particular- instructor was shaking from
ly those with liver disease the cold because the pool
and certain anemias associ- heater had been off for a
ated with destruction of red couple of days. The water
blood cells.
felt fine to me.
Zinc, iron, magnesium and
DEAR READER — The
other minerals are discussed hypothalamus is not a gland
in more detail in The Health but part of your brain. It is
Letter 17-6, Nutritional sometimes called the floOr
Aspects of Minerals, which I of the brain because it is the
am sending you. Others can bottom area. If you pushed a
send 75 cents with a long, probe up through the roof of
stamped, self-addressed the back of your mouth you
envelope for it to me, in care would touch the hypothalaof this newspaper, P.O. Box mus. It is the switchboard
1551, Radio City Station, for signals from your involNew York, NY 10019.
untary nervous system and
DEAR DR. LAMB — Can the seat of your emotions. It
the hypothalamus malfunc- also contains the center for
tion? I understand this gland heat regulation.
regulates sleep, appetite and Yes, the hypothalamus
body temperature. I have can be damaged or diseased.
extremely bad insomnia. My An injury can be the cause.
appetite varies from yea.A damaged area can induce
hungry to not wading obesity and this has been
anything. As for tempera- shown experimentally.
ture, the colder it is the bet- Your sense of temperater I feel. When I went ture, though, is related to the

HERE'S JOE SANDBAGGER
ROLLING THE FIRST BALL
OF THE TOURNAMENT...

SLUGGO, INSTEAD OF WRITING A
r COMPOSITION, YOU
HANDED IN THIS
1
-71-ND
SILLY DRAWING
;

•
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flow of blood through your
skin, which may not be an
indication of how good your
total circulation is. A
decrease in blood flow to the
skin triggers nerve sensors
that tell you that you are
cold. The opposite is a hot
flash, when the skin may be
red and the person may COUTSe.
Students who complete
sweat. The red skin is an
indication of an increased the course will earn nablood flow to the skin.
tional certification by the
Professional
Association
Voles, according to National Geographic, are of diving Instructors.
A fee of 2125 for Murray
the most numerous mammals on earth. Resembling their relative the
mouse, many species
scurry across practically
Fr/
all of North America. The
meadow vole, ranging
from the Carolinas to
Alaska, is one of the most
prolific voles. A captive 2. Notice
female gave birth to 17
litters in a year.
M&G Complete Glass.

A

We specialize in
Antenna
Rotary
and Tower Work.

WRITER'S
BLOCK?

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E. Main
753-1586

oc

State students or $145 for
non-students covers instruction, certification,
text and workbook, and
the use of diving tanks,
air and breathing
regulators. Each student
supplies his own fins,
mask and snorkel.
Additional details
about the course may be
obtained by calling Bob
Jones at 762-6897 or Ross
Meloan at 762-6835 at
Murray State University
or Dale Bucy at 753-6811
or Carl Hosford at 7530394 in Murray.

111

We install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2798.
816 Coldwater Road.

BEAR DOWN,JOE _YOU'RE
60NINA DROP YOUR
"ONE"AVERAGE'

WELL, WHAT
WOULD YOU
CALL THIS?

An organizational
meeting for a scuba diving open water certification course at Murray
State University has been
scheduled at 7 p.m. on
Tuesdays for four weeks,
beginning Saturday, Oct.
30. Students will do a
check-out dive as the
final requirement of the

Friebel, Beth Hilliard.
Stadia Andy Jobs, Lam
Loberger, John R.
McFeron, Robert Perrin,
James William Phillips
II, Amy Jo Ross,
Lee Ann Rushing,
David Schwan, Alison
Sears, Robert W. Stout,
Kimberly Jane Wilham,
Anastasia Renee Willett,
Lisa Christi Williams and
Christopher Wyant.
Sophomores
Kelly Elizabeth
Chilcutt, Donita Cotham,
Paul W. Dailey III, Matthew John Ferguson,
Mary Jennifer Grasty,
Ann Riley Harcourt, Roy
Thomas Hatton, Vonnie
Sue Hays, Greer Houston,
Lisa Gay Howard,
Kathryn Yvonne Jones,
Aleca Karahalios,
Robert Paul Lyons,
Sherry Lynne Meadows,
Suzanne Vibete Meeks,
Alicia Gay Nunnally,
Lillian' Eileen Olazabal,
David Wayne Randolph,
Todd Ross, William
Patrick Welch and
Russell K. Wright, Jr.
Freshmen
Angel Dawn Adams,
Leslie Helen Adams,
Amy Diane Asbridge,
Tammy Wenette Barlow,
Jason Deep Billington,
Jonathan Burke, Kelley
Jo Cathey, Lochie Shannon Christopher, David
Dill, Huong Dinh,
Mark Doran, Heather
Doyle, Brian Thomas
Duncan, Lee Ellen Estes,
Donna Michelle Garland,
Jon Mark Hall, Luke Harrington, Elizabeth Hegel,
Carla Ann Jackson,
Richard M. Jones,
Patrick Sean Kelly,
•
Lynn Koenecke, Jen-.:
nifer LaBelle, Melanie •
McClain, Shannon D....
Parker, Michael Phillips,::
Denise Randolph,:.
Danette Renee Roberts,:
Deborah Kay Roos, Jay ;
Scott Simmons and ;
Chrissy Wolf.

2. Notice

1

2. Notice
For Sale

;23,500 2 to 3 acres
mini farm with several
oat buildings inciading
old store. Noose has
been newly remodaled. Cal 753-6093
after 4:30.

SPECIAL
SALE
Remington 30,06
Remington 243
DOM NEW

$269.00 LACK
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

NOTICE
HAYRIDES
Bon Fire, Weenie
Roast. Group
Reservations 7594588, or 7537637.
HAIRCUT SPECIAL
Budget cut for children
$3.50. No children under
5 years please. Adult
budget cut $4.50. Call
753-2266. By appoint- .•
ment only. Headquarters Family Hair Care
Center.

1,

Ns Plus
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Its not to soon to

vt your Christmas se
portraits made.
CARTER STUDIO III

24.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
SEAT IT, OTTO./
I DON'T
NEED YOU
SUPERVISING
THIS JOB!

GREAT sIENAS!

300 Main

IT/
6 JUST THAT I PON'T
&ET A CHANCE TO BE

TALLER THAN A HUMAN
13Elt•IG VERY OFTEN!

>4:IU'VE SEEN WANTING
Tt-iAT SINK FIXED IN THE
WORST WAY

,

••
• •- 5
1r.**4•1,
/

•••.,
•
•

F4,

FOR
SALE
RCA Color TV

ACROSS

2 Meadow
3 Strong
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
1 Everyone
thread
4 Award
4 Forestall
9 Base
5 Note of scale
12 Hawaiian
6 Like: Suffix
wreath
7 Cipher
13 Renovate
8 Pitchers
14 Before
9 Hawaiian
15 Adhesive
wreath
substance
10 Scrap
LIOU
17 Hermit
11 Tiny
19 Affection
16 Drink heavily
21 Nattve metal 18 Apportion
22 Most pro20 Bar legally
found
22 Princess of
25 Begin
Wales
29 Negative pre- 23 Church offifix
cial
36 Novel section 50 Canine
30 Go in
24 Lone Star
39 Metal fasten- 51 Slender finial
32 Great Lake
State
er
52 Cooling
33 Sum up
26 Exist
41 Play the lead
device
35 Poisonous
27 Competitor
44 Breaks sud- 53 Before
37 A Gabor
28 Pester
55 Time gone by
denly
38 Gaseous ele- 31 Ceremonies 46 Handle
56 Lair
ment
34 Female deer 48 Stupefy
59 Compass pt
40 Lanes
4
1 2 3
5 8 7 8
9 loll
42 Conjunction
43 Regions
12
14
•
11
13lUU
45 City in Wash15
ington
17.8I
47 Those hold19I
kill
21
ing office
49 Mast
22 23
24
25 •26 27 28
50 Collapse
54 Walk on
32
57 Price agcy_
la
iil
hi
of WW II
35UIU
37II
58 Pocketbook
42
60 Mature
45
ra
61 Tonic's comhilIII
panion
62 Scoff
hill
ill
63 Coal weight

BOO ODOM COU
UDC =CCU COO
MUM] CUUCUM
BO= GO
WOE UM DUNG
CUE UOMUUMOOM
BO OM ECU GU
OUBOUCCOU
MOO OM MOGI
UO UOUU
MOUE= BOULIOU
COO UMMUN MOID
ECM MOOD ONO
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of Calloway County, Eantacky and being more
particularly deserlbed as follows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein
described tract of
land and the Southeast corner of Canterbury
Estates Unit
1; thence, South 03°55'07" East - bal.21 bet with
the E.A. fomenter
West property line and the H.t. Waldrop West property
line to a point
In the Howard Brandon North property line, said
point bebig the
Southeast corner of the berth described tract
of land and the
Southwest corner of the H.T. Waldrop property;
thence,south 84°1410" West - 1323.28 feet with the
Howard Brandon North property line and the James Blllington
North property line
to a point, said point being the Southwest corner
of the herein
described tract of land, the Northeast corner of the
Marvin Hill property and the Southeast corner of the James Billingto
n property;
thence, North 03°48'40" West - 1359.11 feet with
the James Billington East property line to a point, said point
being the Southwest
corner of the Henley and Hamra Development
Corporation Property
(Deed Book 138, page 24) and the Northwest corner
of the James Billington property;
thence south 86°41'20" West - 267.61 feet with
the Henley and
Homra Development Corporation property (Deed
Book 138, page 241
to a point;
thence, North 03°48'40" West - 715.55 feet with
the Henley and
Hoznra Development Corporation property (Deed
Book 138, page 24)
to a point in the City of Murray,South City Limit;
thence, with the City of Murray, South City Limit
and withthe
Canterbury Estates Unit 1 South Boundary Line,
the following bearings and distances:
North 86°41'20" East-267.61 feet
North 87°00'00" East-195.00 feet
North 03°48'40" West-3.90 feet
North 87°00'00"East -12325 feet
South 6r15'08" East-117.35 feet
North 55°49'22" East-115.94 feet
North 87°00'00" East-296.50 feet
South 62°15'08" East-117.35 feet
North W49'72" East-115.89 feet
North 87°00'00" East- 173.25 feet
North 03°48'40" West-20.00 feet
North 87°00'00"East -14082feet
to the point of beginning.
Plat Book Reference: Plat Book 3, Page 62, Plat
Book 4, page 38
Deed Book Reference: Deed Book 138, Page 24
This Description Was Compiled From Other
Sources By F.T.
Seargent And Associates.
This Property Is Subject To All Previously
Conveyed Right-OfWays And Easements.
SectiogoRI : That it is the intention of the City of
Murray, Kentucky
to annexto City of Murray, Kentucky so as to
become a part thereof,
the territory described in Section 1. hereof.
Adopted on first reading on the 22 day of Oct, 1982.
Adoptedon second reading on the 25 day of Oct,
1982.
City Council, City of Murray,Kentucky
By: Holmes Ellis, Mayor,City of
Murray, Kentucky
Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk, City of
Murray,Kentucky

tlewe 5 einuteS? WI
759-4444 for en is*reneged messes* to
brighten yoer day.
Children's type 759%145.

I

SEWING
SEMINAR
harsday, Oct.
8, 1982 10:00
a. No charge.
[so sewing
sses available.
Murray
Sewing Ctr.
Bel-Air Carter
753-5323

E
a
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21.4eme

Ordierince nwIthin rnibbili& ea ordinance declining ths bienthee
et tbe City al liarney. Leaterbi Is amiss certwin Warier,end amtlinver PraPett teOh alt7
ray.Itaille117; mei accetabb
defining the beniediries et the territory ullich City id Murray,Kew
tacky pruposes te mom
lis M erdshied by the City Council et
Csty liesray,gardadr,
emblem
Seaties 1: Tbat It is needful, necessary i.d desirabie that the
tollswing dessrilied lands lying adjacent and cemitimiens Is the pros01 bresadary ilmen el the City al Murray,Kacky be ammed
to
mid City of Murray,Kentucky and becalm a part thereat,to-:
A 88.481 acre tract Oka,known as Canterbury Eatable
Usk 2Ind
Unit 3 and a part of the Maio and Hamra
Development Ctnionintion
Property (Deed Bea us. prip 14),
belted on the CIO of aturrnY
South City Limit, apprietielately 730.00 feet South
al Highway
(Moo known as wigwam Road)in Section
3, Township 1, Range4 Emit

2. Notice

SESe
n
El

3t HausOw Red

Tire hen
1111/%1111and h,aiS.
derible dresser and
desk, all fir
PJ11-111.11.

WARSIlludtbat
Per labs: $100 used
Ungar Thud, and Sea
sowing machine and
cabinet Special Z1117011
;WM 1 fashion diem AN
other attechments included. Like new. 707117 after lp.m.

N.Fara Equips*
Farring crates with
feeders and watered
also 24 ft 3 axle fiat bed
troller
Call 4921790
after 6p.m.
Tobacco Strippers.
Gore Mechanical
tobacco stripper.
gasoline model $715.
Electric model $175.
Call Jerry Atkins. 7531407.
Wheat Straw Call 753$156 or 7S36101

ie here* p•wer
lagertbrift•Iteed air
cerwifererele SIM new MI
Bp einele
melte
1411 Ogees teak. SUN
111114111144188.
MO. Rockwell toile
few. lilt. aluelevin
brakes'. Seers miter
SOW. tube fireplece
insert elm tem 43*-zeie3
SAW WMAntbeelleder Fireplace
smart tor saM. 14 asei

4L 111111611th

214-119111.
Cut-up slabs 511 a rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 7534526
Firewood cut is order
$30. per rick. Cali
436-7192.
Firewood for sale
Phone 753-3134 before
Vim
IBM Selectra II
typewriter. Correcting
features: dual pitch,
long carriage, excellent
condition. Phone 527
1172.
King, automatic wood
heater, deluxe cabinet
with lift Of cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors. $249 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
Special for 4 days, one 5
h.p air compressor,
$900. Dill Electric, 7539104.
Stove boards heavy
lined 321n x 42in $12.11,
36 x 52 117.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris Term

•

Vs balk private eser
once Available Nov 1.
Call Rebekah after
50
7534577

Pids-Sapples
AKC Basset

-

hound
1 weeks old

puppies
4/0-2999
AKC Cocker breeding
sect, some bred $O) or
will trade for AKC
register puppy. any
bred. Call 901-4405021
or 9SI-641122S.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies. adults.
AKC
Australian cattle does.
puppies from Import
Champien..136-211.%
AKC German Shepherd
PuPPes 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-534-2153.
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies. 799
451111 or 711•7473.
Boxer pups AKC, fawn,
black mask, white
markings, first shots.
$150.00. Greenville,
Tenn.901-215-2705.
Enioy the pleasure of an
obedient trained dog.
Problems solved. In
ternatien•I known
trainer, 436-21511.
Golden Retriever pups.
AKC Champion
bloodlines. Cadiz. 522
6363.

irdcosOlbrel

WM MINNS C.4..0 Ott Pe Wes se Sows
lice. sily•F
em.r
earn toe seers zin nie
AMPM. caster% Ceti ter free razileose ler
MINA
IOW MP%
1971 Pentiee Grand IIIINIRAL HOME
WWI Manse Wagon
'
imam 11 veers ex'
Con 213 We
per ienc• Carpentry.
ciaiscr•te,
1979 evict Riviera
roving sliding no
T lapCam 7$1
•MO
1911 Cli•vr•let It AG TO %MAL
*SIM elle Days Or
per nesisen1
Came*

T r glen. I bedroom
welt wee* Mid dryer.
Neve and rePrIeweellw.
Nese reeelreel. MHO.
Two bedrstere brick.
elleve wad reasoner.
recently fasensIod.
miles Southeast el
Murray. seerri•ii
covets'. references.

apse& Can OHM
Two boars**, deck.
ogress. W$ par werall
sun cabinet Moe. Call plus depuifl.rik1St
Two yesetip Mess weed
73341111Isaesre :IS AM.
to More a Min ammo
Cottons fireweed all wmt analkar
lefIg.
sere worm CIS per rick PASU and deseheatimaw
s. 1
delivered. Cali anyhiste

S.110111:ws

ISSO. nine% 434 Wo
Oraisiden 7134159
Per sole 117, Oaks
Repos anceners canal
NM ?IA Mk
S.UM TnnIta

M.La111,
Large let in terrier
Riley Subdivision in
Bleed River Very fliCe
buileine us wilei be
aibltMsheire Point and
big Wen ULM CAM
Spann Realty Assoc
7527724

1974 Chevy suckle.
cyllsteer. theism Wee
lee wheel Sow good

canionan t5241S1
1974 Piero van MO cubit
int* owls*. a cytiosille.
straossu won. woos and
revamped 75211)4
1971
with

Ei Comma. tee
elect vinyl tie.

101-116441.16

Peefer elfeerind. pewer

IL WAN ter UN

brakes Asking $1.835
Cell MIAMI

atens

Si.

For sale
I bedroom
brick one block ;in
iversity. Large living
room, country kitchen.
2 baths. utility, heft
pump. storm windows. 6
in insulated outside
wells. $75000 50 portent
down Pasco Devitt%)
meet Co Inc 7%9577,
753-1914
For sate or trade by
°wrier. nice 2 bedroom
home, recently re
modeld, hat heat pump.
an large lot, located 20
miles west of Murray
and 10 miles south of
Maytteid Call 753-1324.
If you need a 3 bedroom
house with extra In
cone to make part of
your payment Take a APPLIANC
E
1900 14)05 Sunshine
look at this one, extras SERVICE
Kenmore.
Classic, 2 bedroom
713-3049.
W estinghouse,
large rooms, extra
20 years
Piano for Sale
Would you like in a Whirlpool
clean. Ashley heater,
experience Parts and
Country Club at
stove and refrigerator,
Waned: itimporsibb party
mormoteria Take a look service bobby Hopper
a deck, 2 sets of steps, 2
re anew owl weribly
at this well constructed Bob's Appliance Sof
aircondi
tioners,
tie
permit. ye Newt/ wanes
horn* in Oaks Estates *HU/ 202 S 5th St
downs, underpinning
piano. C W now lacelly.
1877
Situated on a large, well 7 5 3
901
247
5153
or
247-3994.
Writ*: (lac WI. Mum
4.Pratte
landscaped tor and has MAIM(home I
maser) Cridit emeger,
21. Mobile Home
Centenial sweet all the extras you would
P.O. Bm 521, ilidwerwer,
expect Call KOP
Licensed electrician 10,
A one or two, newly potatoes for sale. Rt. 4 PERUD REALTY,
It. 62211.
residential and corn
713
decorated, central heat, Murray, 753-e506.
1272
mercial Healing and
gas or electric, $85 to
Neat and pretty two
aircondition. gas in
For sale: 2 year old $150 per month. Also
Reel ESN*
stallation end repair
bedroom remodeled
home stereo system Kenmore washer and
hone close to schools
Plume 753 7703
excellent condition. dryer for sale. Shady
Well insulated, with a
Perdew & Therwei
Need work on your
Yamaha CR420 re Oaks Trailer Ct.
floor furnace Enjoy Me
frees? Tapping. stun
issersees &
ceiver, semi-auto turn- Nice big unfurnished
wooden deck in the
1119. shaping complete
table, Genesis 1 plus mobile home, central
keel Estate
summer. Look It over
removal OKI more Call
speakers 5395. 753-7217 heat and air, water
Seatiside
and make an offer
lOVERS TREE
after Sp.m.
furnished, TV tower.
Listed In the 520's
Wormy, Ileatveky
SERVICE fer Pro
Couples
only
no
0
.
pets.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
SOO'S 'Joins improve ressionat tree Care
711-44-1
Call 4924348.
7501272.
r
•
ment, 17 veers building 753443i or 7S3 03211,
Nice two bedroom
At CENTURT 21 One bedroom on 2 experience, remodel
SPINET CONSOLE
trailer near Murray, no Loretta
Jobs, Real- lots-Pine Bluff Shores ing, additions. concrete
PIANO
pets. Call 49-2611.
tors... Rediscover the near -. Kentucky Lake. won, repairs, general
FOR SALE
teens!.,. Price range, Special sales price $20, home meintaince Cali
ROOF
W ea :
that --1-9.--/-11-ts ex- 000 including furniture 753 4501
and appliances. Ready
ceptionally neat two
PitORLIMS?
piny ts as sew pima.
bedroom home In town to move in. Year around
Car be own Wally. illrfui
Aimiumi and Vloyl
Used s bean *Air cowdivioang, has
just been occupancy. We will
Mr. Powers, flak 317,
siding and abediene
sleet leild-se Sr
match
redecor
your
ated
-interio
$10,000
cash
r
Carl*, limit 62231
appliance and
trim fer
Kende'tlei. tee&
Wens. N
and economical investment with $10,000
refrigeralloa Stir- aluminum siding exter- Loan at No Interest for roses r-;'
esiseensee.
Nei&
ior - plus low -low 50 months. Payments
/kg. Al braids.
is Glover
nemosi. 759.1718 or
utility costs for your $200 month. Caution:
7S3-N711.
75 1
budget and fenced yard Bring bacon and eyes
759-1322.
for your children and and your checkbook
Build and Repair
PIANOS 8. ORGANS
6.
15. Articles for Sale
pets Dial 753 1492 now when we visit this tobacco barns.
Free
to start your restful retreat because estimate. Call
435-4347
Part time secretary 75,000 BTU oil furnace
You will want to Stay
Investment.
Auto clean-up shop, 5
New Console & bench
needed. Send resume to with 275 gal. tank, also
overnight and watch the
PERM SPECIAL
stalls with air com- An office, business or deer and the beautiful
by LOWREY
Redkin Perm III Cali
Art Travis, Box 95, antique drop leaf dining
Writs te.
residence could be
pressor.
Contact
Ho753 2261 by alNeintrnehi
Benton, Ky. 42025.
sunrise from the two
table. Both items in
Reci. 51,795(1 only)
yours at this desirable
iineir
visql inlet
ward Brandon. 753-4389.
only
Headquarters
Receptionist for Medi- good condition. Call
location. Zoned 5-4 and sundecks. For personal
NOW $1,288
titles iris work.
Family Hair Cart
tour
contact
Colonel
cal office, general office 753-9401. •
has an assumable loan
Center
Isisimsi. Cab Will Id
duties, typing. Send Antique walnut
New Spinet a. bench
Don't miss this °poor John 0. Pasco. Pasco
corner
Development Co inc
walnut finish (only 1)
Painting Paperhanging
resume to P.O. Box cupboard refinish
-mi
tunity,
135,000.
.
KOP.
ed. by KIMBALL
Werebeese
10400, Murray, Ky. Call 753-1811.
Commercial
PERUD REALTY, 753 759-9577, 753 1914, 751
2649.
Residential interior
42071.
Storage Space
1222
For sale Air Corn NOW $LOBS
Owner
CARPET CLEANING, Exterior Farm
trartsferi
ng
must
"Substitute Grand- pressors. Dill Electric,
Fer Rant
Beautiful split-level
B uildings 21 years
sell. 3 bedroom 1 in bath Free Estimates
mother" wanted 10 753-9104.
BALDWIN "The best money
753-4751
lake home surrounded
experie
nce TM*** beautiful
Satisfied
on
wooded
referenc
lot.
es,
babysit infant. 436-2839.
can
buy(on* 1), compare
on 3 sides by redwood
Four inch cut back
House completed In Vera Steam or Quick Farris 7391907
ot $2.250
deck overlooking lake.
English saddle, two
1%2, new appliances, D ry Cleaning
Sammy Tidwell Paint
NOW $1,688
This well-built home
giths, one white
(Upholstery Cleaning) mg Contractor
Receptionist, work
Ex
has 3 bedrooms, 2 bath, drapes, blinds and car
eather show gittl, show
pets. $43.000, 1611 Oak Lee's Carpet Cleaning Per enced interior and
OUR TOTAL INVENTORY Efficiency apartment utility
room with
cleric-typist. Re- breast strap like new REDUCED WE TAKE ALL
IS3M.
exterior painting
for -1 single only. Call washerdryer, family Hill. 753-5014.
Free
4•410.111.
1225. Thoroughbred, REASONABLE OFFERSI
estimate Call 753 4616
753-5910.
quires sseretwial would make
room, 2 fireplaces, cen- SAVE US$ buy direct •
good horse
753-0417
or
For rent-2 bedroom tral air and heat, wall to from owner. 3 or 4
AAA Castel.
skills and the abili- to run on local tracks.
duplex apartment 1300 wall carpet arid cathe- bedroom brick. 1 in
436-2195 after 6 p.m.
bath.
1690
sq.
TVA
ft.
ty to meet peek.
Peggy
Mole Cahoots
Ann
Murray
dral
beam
ceiling.
HAMMOND "used"
MI deem slurp*,
Frigidaire side by side
492-8225.
House has lots of extras insulated. 1605 Belmont
3 to choose from
bookcas
Apply in perms freezerrefrigerator,
es,
NotObilows,
dm
753-41,3.
and
low utility bills
One and two bedroom
harvest gold. Call 753- $788 to $2,988
eely. Credit $699.
ches, Curie
wA em We wood
apartments, available Just $58,900. Call Spann Two bedroom house 2 1/2
acres, 7 miles east on
wuRLITzER "mid"
in November. Embassy Realty Aseoc. 753-7724.
Seers. destotessiee
Berea., Murray, Pioneer AMFM cassCabinets etc.
3 to choose from
2-1.0
4 16 28 0 2
Apartments, 753-3530.
CENTUR
peroMeed.
Y
21
Loretta
ette
with
extras.
1225.
688 to $1 ,188
304 Maple St.
Ihweeneole
Three room furnished Jobs, Realtors says
Sharp cassette tape
upstairs apartment, "Thanks to you for
436-2566
deck, $65. 206 Riviera
BALDWIN "wise
water furnished. One tremendous September 1971 Honda CR 250-R,
3 to choose from
Courts.
good
condition.
in
$400
selling
or
Property. Our
person or cotrple. 753$288 to $795
Power post hole digger,
office closed out 16 best offer. 436 2625 after Chimney Sweeps Cali WELL DRILLING and
9925.
Operating meat transint and rod,
new to secure an ap repair Campbell Well
router.
Propertie
s in Stptem 5 p.m.
mANv MORE
market, includes buildThree rooms and bath,
pointment 43$ 434$ or Drilling McKenzie, TN
We service what we sell!
ing and equipment or Call 753-7370.
furnished or un• her. While processing 1971 MX 100 Yamaha, 783 47/2.
irrigation residential
will take on partner Set of solid maple end
furnished, close to ca these properties, we excellent condition 753
and commercial. 901
arrangement. Call 527- tables and coffee table,
mpus. Coleman Real had contact with quite a
252 3671
girl scout uniform size
few qualified buyers 1102 Honda
%88.
Estate. 753-9090.
MOS Sou,
BASEMENT/ we
10, rocking chair, exerwho also expressed an $100 and take over
SERVICE ELEC- WET
Two bedroom furnished interest in
make wet basements
cise bike, two wheel
buying. Do payments 206 Rivers
apartment redecorated
TRICAL AND dry work completely
trailer, call /74-2789.
you know of anyone who Courts.
Also downstairs apar
18 ft Prowler Travel
Pojcth
guaranteed
Call or
may be thinking of
Three
sets, mud and
74 MX MO dirt bike, PENIABING
tment located within buying
41
Trailer, self contained,
write Morgan Con
or selling real
good shape, 5775. 759one block of MSU estate? 7531492
sleeps six. It is nice. snow tires. 1966 Buick
struction Co Rte 2 Box
REPAIRS AND
400 transmission. 1962
1129 after 5 03 p.m.
campus, 2 bedroom,
Call 435-4332.
401 A, Paducah Ky
Chevrolet transmission.
WM
PIMPS.
living
room,
dining
42001, or call 1 442 7026
Must sell, best offer.
19- Color RCA color TV. 1971 Plymouth 360 moroom, kitchen and bath
1112 Yamaha tri•motO
Call 753-0692.
Will shorten hand saws,
tor and transmission.
Adults only. Lease and
175 three wheeler. 19110
circular saws, and
For sale deep freeze OS S.4M.
deposit required Call
Yamaha YZ-110, excel
chain saws 713 4656
calves, grain iersery Two twin beds,
box
7534208 otter 4 p.m
lent condition
Days
steers, weigh 600-1000 springs and mattresse
N.E.
FORD
s,
753-1075, nights
753
lbs., cut and wrapped like new. 753-643
34. Neusskr Rot
6
056
ready for freezer. $1.30 anytime.
435-4152
Small house in county
per pound. 753-1890 or
3
Very
nice
bedroo
wood
m
table
Call 753-1065
382-2322 or 382-2890.
and four chairs, also
is ideal for a
1961 Charger, good Concrete, block, brick,
Suitable for two
antique
table,
soda
14.
retired couple or
condition, many extras, basements, f•unfamilies, 2 levels, 2
lel tee Wee es fee
barrel and cedar chest.
datiOnS, drive ways,
0950.753-3351
young marrieds
kitchens, 5 bedrooms, 3
We buy aluminum be- 753-$615.
sidewalks
,
Neel.
patios,
Al yaw plea
and
1171 Maverick 130, 6
baths, central heat and
looking for a good
verage cans, Biro Rechimneys. Free es•
sess.
Mi.or dim.
cylinder
air. Also wood heaters
staight
shift,
cycling Center behind
but moderately
tImates. Call 7515476.
good condition. 753-1124.
14 acres 753-9191
for hie I'M ?eo-A-Pizza Hut, Fulton.
priced !louse. ExFREE ESTIMATES On
For safe: Maple rocker Surplus ieeps. cars and Three
1973 Cadillac. Runs
bedroom, 2 bath.
lidMa. IIS. eies e
Would like to buy Farm $30, bean-bin table $30,
All Electrical
cellent condition
good, drives good, body ing, Painting, , PlumbWagon. 759-45111 or 753- display shelving or boats. Many styles for brick home, central
and Well large sepply if
under
550
For
in
through
out,
nifty.
434-54e2.
full
heat and air and
7637.
Pump Needs. Licensed.
bookcase 130. 753-7737.
formation, call 312-931- fireplace
mimes she NAL
24.32 appliances in kit- 9973 Chevrolet Station Call 751341097 or 7134573.
1101, ext. 1774 A.
Ceases, Mores,
workshop. 20x31 open
MOM, good condition,
chen, attached
Wedding Equipment for shed. Bell City area
$71111. Calf 7534134 after
lieseedi a Teen
garage. Located
Vs Price Sale at ELECTROLUX sale: wedding
376-2914 between
can
'p.m.
Wes.
Mayfield's nearly new Your home is the best dlebras, check
near
a
grocery and
out 7-9p.m.
1975 Chevy Mania. 4 seelbe Al Typos, is
shop. Oct. a, 29, 30. place to see why we're counter, and various
shoppin
g
center
in
Three bedroom house
cyclinder, 4 speed, good years asporiesse,
INCORE, 204 E. better. Free pickup and other items. 395-7741
or for rent $225 per month
South Murray.
shags, rims well. Cell
Broadway.
they 114 bpi.
werIt psorimMe4. Iloa
delivery. We repair all 395-7001.
Call 753-6179.
$211,510. IL P- 704101 or 791-445 Ask IMIkeraws,
For sale girls winter makes of vacuum Weed for
753-5334.
4112,80
sale
De - Three bedroom, 2 bath,
for Mark Albertan.
PERUD REALcoat, size 4, like new. cleaners. Bill Farris ITS livered
ee
345-2412
anytime 474 fireplace. Close to PASU.
.
1977 Trans Am, good
753-79M.
TY
Riviera Ct. 753-3439.
WI.
8375. 753-31106.
condition. Call 437 4776
For sale. Model 70
Winchester 30-06
featherweight rifle,
new, unfired.494230.
Twenty guage pump
shotgun. $100. 206
Riviera Courts.

2L Musical

27. Mobile Home Saies

D.Service Oflaral

Rentals

N.Heating-Cooling

SALE

Help Wanted

•PIANIIS•

N. Business Rentals

•ORGANS•

G.Molorcydes

753-3317

)0. Business Opportunity

S. Lost and Found
Black and white
Snauzer lost on Rob
Mason Rd. Little girls
pet. If found call 7594004.
Lost Black Hills Gold
Cross. Southside Shopping area. Sentimental
value. Reward. Call
753-0051 days or 753-0224
evenings.

S. Kelp Wanted
Daytime counter position available at
Druthers Restaurant.
Inquire in person.
Experienced body man,
753-5149 Call before 8
p.m.
Lady or man and wife to
stay in home 4 miles from
Murray with
elderly man Room and
board, food and utilities
furnished plus small
salary. A permanent
position for the right
person. Call after 5:00,
442-9908 or 4426717.
OIL COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs. No experience
necessary Start im
mediatety. $35,000 plus
Per year. For information, 312 920 9677, ext.
177413.

s

Seen centifwees get
len welshed fee yew
M'IfIfS
teircificatiefes Cali
1977 71 ft Man of War. Sears P$3731S1e, free
travel Weiler. excellent Intimate
condition. Howard K
K STUMP memo
11,an/Mt 73341110
v•;. o• yew need
WM Mater Horne; I ten stumps rotrithreel from
dodge classic
perfect Your vanO Or land
condition, loaded with cleared ef stumps! we
all extras, must see to can relfrtilVe sh"00 up
worm at. Shady Oaks le k inches Wow the
Trailer CI
',woe. leaving only
savesnoW and cn.ise ten
Olw tree estimates Sob
Sallrider SR 2 wind Kemp s35 4)d3 or Bee
surfing beard. like new Kemp Jr 415 4319
WM two sant retail for Lake Refrigeration Air
$1,009. will take MOO or COACHMAN'S. NOSH Op
111/0C OS renewed
474
best offer Cali 474 ntl
1114)
Ask tor Joe

CONRAD'S

13. For Sale or Trade

Pines &

1113

KOPP[R D

41. Used Cars

Want to Buy

I& Home Furnishings

15. Articles for Sale

17. Vaal= Cleaners

u.miscellaneous

Saimastiog
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Manners taught to kids
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) — Miss Manners
she's not. But Diane Merrifield takes a special
pleasure in correcting
kids — especially if
they're spitting food from
their mouths or leaving
the bathroom in a
shambles.
Mrs. Merrifield, 35, is
Charleston's own arbiter
of social graces,
specializing in teaching
manners to 8- to 15-yearolds.
Mrs. Merrifield attended Stephens College in
Columbia, Mo, where she
studied fashion and learned the finer aspects of
afternoon teas. From
there she went to Indiana
University for a masters
degree, and then on to a
Louisville, Ky., department store, where she
helped run a "White
Gloves and Party Manners" course for the
children of upper-middleclass patrons.
"I did that for two
years," she said. "The
children used to have to
come dressed up for the
classes. The girls had to
wear white gloves, and
there was a graduation
ceremony where they had
to curtsy when they completed it."
Eleven years ago, Mrs.
Merrifield came to a
Charleston department
store, rising to personnel
director before leaving to
marry a doctor.
And then, she said, her
past began to catch up
with her.
"It started with two
friends of mine," Mrs.
Merrifield said. "They
had teen-aged daughters
and they were both worried about them. I told
them I used to teach manners and maybe I could
help them.,"
Word spread like KoolAid spilled on a party
dress. Her first class
started two years ago.
Her seventh started on
Saturday.
"Children are expected
to know a lot these days,"
Mrs. Merrifield said.
"They're exposed to so
much more. But actually
it's very difficult for them
— even those who look
Like adults and dress like
them."
Her current lessons
have a ring of practicali-

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.
Industrial Average

ty to them.
What do I do If I get a
piece of unwatned food in
my mouth? "If you get
bones, fat or gristle in
your mouth, remove the
Item with your hand as inconspicuously as possible. Place it someplace
an your dinner plate,
maybe under some
parsley."
What's proper
restroom etiquette? "II
you must use someone's
bathroom, remember to
leave it looking like you
haven't been there —
towels should be
straightened, the
lavatory should not have
dirty soap suds around it,
the commode should be
flushed."
How do I behave at a
buffet? "Do not make a
pig of youself. The good
part about a buffet is that
you ma; go through the
line again after everyone
has served himself."
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GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

THERE'S ALWAYS ROOM FOR JELLO — Representatives from the various
dormitories at Murray State University found plenty of room for Jello on Sept.
16, when Hester and Richmond Halls sponsored a Jelloirrestling contest in Cutchin Field. The.project of the two dorms, which drew over 500 spectators, netted
$53 that was contributed to the Calloway County Humane Society. Pictured
above are (from left) Marian Harding, a sophomore, pre-vet major from
Louisville; Keith Heim, vice-president of the Humane Society; Ruthie Logsdon,
a senior business administration major from Louisville; and Steve Gravette, a
junior accounting major from Henderson. Not pictured for the donation was Ben
Weide,a sophomore business administration major from Madisonville.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

St.; Nikki Atkinson, 418 Fourth St.; Henry H. Keenland; Willie E.
Blythe, Paris, Tenn.; Lawrence ( expired) 321 Turner, Rt. 5; Laura E.
Bruce L. Grooms, Rt. 5, Woodlawn.
Andrus, Rt. 1, Dexter;
South Fulton, Tenn.; Vin- baby girl, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Sandra D. Hartsfield, 12
cent Douglas Tucker, Charlie Lassiter, 1401 McClains Trailer Court,
Hart Hall;
Story; Ebith Louise Paris, Tenn.; Donna L.
R.C. Olive, Rt. 7; Bray,306 South Third St.; Prince, 1408 Main, BenGwelda L. Williams, Rt.
Bobby Joe Toon, 1619 ton; George C. Cain, New
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Brett
Thomas Gream, 407 IrDonna's Needlework
van, Paris, Tenn.; Lee W.
Fox, 801 South Ninth St.;
Your Counted Cross Stitch Shop
Walter Cope, Box 138,
Hardin; Bonnie St. John,
Rt. 2, Hazel;
202 South 4th
753-8373
Mary A. Delime, 1509
Kirkwood; Gladys N. No•6464•11 41-11114-601111011 it••••P'
Hixon, 103 Mayfair, •
Mayfield; Roy Tucker,
Zhe
Rt.
3; Mozelle Raye, 204
During World War I,
•
•
.••
Britian declared war on Reed, Mayfield; Orvis •
Plaza—Murray,
Ky.
Olympic
Hendrick, 800 South •
Turkey in 1914.

Good
drivers

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

ride with us.
Let us show you
how good drivers
can save on automobile insurance.

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agency
107

1980 Pontiac Bonneville
2 door, silver-blue cloth interior, powe
steering, power brakes, air, AM radio
rear defogger, wire wheel covers.

N. 4th

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

753-4937

Federal MillE

11111AUTY
SIERV/a IbRIE

Kemper
Insurance Company

ODO:RJU. MOTORS MOS0111011011

GM

753-2617
641 S. Murray
Chewette

Carmaimp

,tatoke(*how

Concrete, Pea Gravel,
etc.

753-3174
•
• *Pipes
*Pipe Racks
•
Tobacco
*Blended
• *Lighters
• *Tobacco Pouches
*Gift Items
•
*Imported Cigars
•
Hr: Mon.

•
••
•
•
•

•
-Sat. 9:00-5:00
•
•
•IP
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

753-3355

BEL-AIR DECOR,__

For Christmas

BR AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-3642

Store hours
Mon. Thru Fri. 7:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:00 a.m. till 11:00 a.m.

We Except Visa & Master Chg.

431

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Dynamics
General on
Cenral Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Golf 041
I.B.M.
J.C. Penney
Jerico
K Mart
Penirah
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US. Tobans.
WM Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau

32% +46
U -I%
3•46
Ps sic
anc.
11)% +%
L246 uric.
a-4
SI% +46
WO -44
II%
21 +%
3146 46
118 Inc
-416
UM.1116A.
-44
-46
1244
imc.
U% -1
a -%
30% -'06
WO.lik%A.

CS.?. Yield

Self-Defense
Classes
Jong Lee
TAE KWON DO
(Standing firm
in Jesus Christ)
Men, Women, Co-Eds &
Pee Wee Boys & Girls
(Moniing &
Evening Classes)
Don Wright &

Don

Welcome - Past customers of Sherwin-Williams'
Paint Store To The Bel-Air Decor Store. We will offer you the same friendly and courteous service you
received there.

We Offer:

Decorating Accessories:

Paint
Wallpaper
Floor Covering
Carpet
Custom Drapes
Mini Blinds
Woven Woods
Stock Window Shades
Unfinished Furniture

Leahy

Instructors
759-4906, 753-7524

Smurf!

Wicker
Byrde Crystal
Brass
Figurines
Oriental Items
Pictures
Plaques
Custom Picture
Frame Work
Ready Made Frames

We Custom Match Stain & Paint
Hy-Klas Paint Sale
Interior Latex $600 Gel. sft3s G.1.$1195 Gel.

022
2
0 3

•

LEY

XL

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Oct. 20, was 133 adults
and five in nursery.
No newborn admissions
were reported.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Jackie Garner and
baby boy, Rt. 6; Patricia
Page, 500 North Seventh
St.; Cheryl J. Cates and
Concord;
Jennifer Pace, 512
South Seventh St.;
Ronald Prescott, C-1
Coach Estates; Denise E.
Futrell, 412 North Sixth

Layaway Now

'ON el' 9

HEIN OLD COMMODITIES, INC.

MCCH admissions, dismissals

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

R PORTS AP

.4K

the greet, door •
DIXIELAND CENTER

Wall Trim Latex For Walls & Woodwork $1 5" Gel.
Latex Enamel $151 Per Gel.
All Interior Paint On Sale Now

DOWN HOME GOODNESS
KEEPS OUR CUSTOMERS
IN ACK
Aged

Whole 12 toll Lb.
Half Ham or Center Slices
Cut To Order While You Wait

Country
Hams
Fields
Wieners
Frosty Acres P1,001161
Peas
Frosty Acres
Baby Limas
Whole Hog
Sausage

1 Lk $

39

$1 533
1 7"

2u lb.

20

$537
3 Us. lex

Quarter Pound Pare Groend
14 lb box$201 6
Beef
Patties
nits
20 Lb $ 69
Potatoes
hoice Sides Of Bee
Cut L
I

Wrapped Free

225 to
325 Lb. Avg.

$125

'

I

II

o esa e

e as Te

GIBSON HAM CO.

753-1601
We Accept!zod
MOVIC; 7:00-5:00 Aloe. -Fri.
Starnes
107 N. 3rd St.
7:00-12:00 Sat.
Only federal Inspected Meat Market In Murriii

CIO Ir'ils"

$3

Open Daily
And Sunday

Ycxx Choice
Our Reg.3.97
lays'Pionnel Shirts
Sturdy cotton in plaidi. Jr.
boys'4-7. toddler boys'2-4.
.

The Saving Place°
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BUYS-

•
KloolE

MIX

Wig WINO

66
68
'
1
Sale Prie
c 1
UrNt
Hb. Sag Peanut Buller Kii8011
Delicious peanut butter kisses fcr
little Halloween trick-or-treaters

•••..

4

2ii-S% az.°

Your Choice
Delicious Treab VornallowsenSelection includes suckers, candies,
and bubble gum for Halloween treats.

•

Our Reg.5.96
14ers's Spoil Shins
Worm cotton flannel shirts
in colorful plaids for fall.

'11•114.

1.18 99° 1 343 51rom
Pr.
Lux*Detergent
lAid dishwashing
dulergent. 32-ce

22-oz.• Windex*
Ccrnes with handy
trigger sprayer.

Ea.
•
leek Shampoo
Head & Shoulders*
in tube or iotion
111110at

97C

Socks
Orion* acrylic./
polyester. Sovel

4

Our Reg.6.67
Meese Runnel $hires
Comfortable cotton In
warm altraolive plaids.

•

4.

0.0.596
OW Welborn ROMs
Sort cotton flannel in rnany
*fish aid& 744. Sawa

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT K MART

COLORED PRINT

Zones 144

110

Our Reg.12.96
Misses'Hooded Zip-up Sweat Shirt
In soft cotton/Creslan• acrylic with pouch
pockets and drawstring hood. Color choice
mi.o.TM of Amsrican Cyanamid

$3

Our $4Our
4.88
3.88
Men's
Boys'
Briefs
Or
Tee-shirts
Boys'
Pkg.Ot3 Men's,
Men's and boys'tee-shirts and briefs in soft
white polyester/cotton fabric. Savings.

As Styles Not
In Ivory Pont
Our 12.57-12.96

Our Reg.9.96

Misses' Mouses
In Charming Prints
Delightful print blouses
in a variety of colors,
styles. Choose cotton
or polyester/cotton
blends.

Tailored Pants
In Stretch Fabric
Misses' smartly tailored
Pants In stretch polyester Many styles and
colors to choose from

Our
29.97
Boys'
Jacket

17.88T. 19.97
97O
2.96 24
Our Reg.
23.9654.96
Jockets
Winter
Olds' And Misses'
Misses' warm stadium jackets In
polyester/cotton with polyester fill. Girls sz
4-14 styles in a variety of fake furs, poplins.

Jacket
Men's,Boys' Warm Zip-sleeve Jackets
Reversible nylon jackets with warm
polyester flit knit cuffs, and sleeves that zip
off, converting the jackets into vests.

-

isnot 1411

9.96

$0Sale Ends Sat.
Our Regular 2.97-9.47
Soft, Warm Thonnal Undorwsar In Sires To Flt Mon,Boys,and Toddlers
197la
177 Ea. Our 3.47 Slum 2-5,Prints
Ow 2.97 Sews 2-5, whit,
2 For $5 Our 9.47 Boys'2-pc. Undevocue fel, $$
Our 3.47 toys Underwroor
....$3la.
Our 4.47 Men's Thormal Underwear.
*Onkel'underwear Co Red Mt

Our 12.96 Men's Shirt

25

Our Rs% 16.97
Mores
Pullovw Sweaters
Handsomely-styled crew-neck pullovers
in soft. washable acrylic Available in a
choice of attractive solid colors. Save!

Our 11.96-10.96 Men's Shirt

OFF .96 .96
3
O
Our Regular
Low Prices

Warm Sweaters In Teddlors' Uses
Great-looking sweaters for toddler boys
and girls in soft easy-care acrylic Size
2-4. Shop now for best selection Save

1

Our
14.96
Men's

SIOCks,Corduroy Shad
Slacks in "super stretch"
woven Dacron* polyester
Shirt in cotton cawkroy.
.0re Aweiledari

Our
17.97
Mon's

Sport SIM And Arens
Indigo blue cotton denim
jeans, polyester/cotton
brushed hvill sport sNrt

KODAMATICT"
INSTANT
FIL,
I4VaFFER

,
/,`
.44////
Is

Kodamaticri* instant Color Film
Twin Pock
Gives you 20 color pictures.

"Disc"4000
Ultra-compact camera
with automatic flash
and film acivance. Includes 15-exp. film.

"Disc"6000
All standard features of
the "Disc" 4000 plus
close-up capability to
18" and built-in cover.

Coupon Good Ihru Nov 10, 1982

Your Net
Cost After
Factory Rebate

997
111

Pro-style 1250' Hair Dryer
With 4 heat settings. 2 speeds.
and styling nozzle attachment
Itebot•fordlo0 to mit a atIOulohort

Mr.CottsW With Cetfee-Sayor' $rowing
10 cup capacity with economical Coffee Saver"'
feature Attractive "almond" decorator styling.
Donor* wiled to rr* 'a s4puiollon

35mm Canon8'
Canon* "Sure Shot"
with built-in flash, automatic exposure, focus,
winding. Pouch case.
sommips not Included

KodamaticTs 970
Kodak* instant camera
has close-up lens and
automatic flash. Compact folding desgin.

Your Choice
Our 4.97-5.57

4

Our Reg.5.97
Infants' Corduroy °koraNs
In soft cotton with snaps on leg inseams. solid colors. 9-24 mos

Pak
Our Reg.34.97
comfcxt when
top-to-sole
warmth
and
You're assured of
you put on these fully insulated leather bootsi Rain-toe
design in full-grain brown leather with plastic storm wen
and soft polyurethane collar Men's sizes. Save now.

.r.•••

Zones 1-24

t•N•

Your Choice
•

1.12

Limit
Aim® Toothpasto At Sayings
6.4-oz. -tube of Aim* toothpaste
with fluoride. Regular or mint.
•Not wt

1.441.32 1.99 1.86 1.66 2.18

2.5-oz.* Spood 4-oz.• Mennen.
Stick® Deodor- Skin Bracer®
ant Py Mennen®. After Shave.
'wow, iteboti.',nova to monutacturites stipulation •FL ox

Slikionc•
Shampoo Or
Conditioner.

21-oz.• Brack®
shampoo For
Normal Nair.

•Ft ce

Alberto VOr
Aerosol Nair
Spray. 11 oz.'
•Ft os

•Ft oz.

titykpmeed
Exc ri

Dry Idea® Rollon Deodorant.
Limit)

4.96
-

•

THE EXTRA STRENGTH/4
PAIN RELIEVER
ANAL GE SK"

TABLETS

ASPIRIN
-

ANACIN
FAST P41N

970;112.48 1.96
Mass.ngIii® Sox Of 40 ParnDIsposa ble kiln. Napkins.
Douchs. Savo. Regular, Super.

K mart
,
Sale /rice

Now Thru Sot.
Your Choice

30 Sinutab* 10 Contacm 12Nasal Decon- hour Cold Regestant Tablets. Ref Capsules.

4.96 2.48
225 lixcedrin®
Tablets For
Pain Relief.

100 Alamein°
Fast Pain Re(let Tablets.

K marts

$ Per 1.74

FOCkory

• 1.00*

Itottakt

scs.maw
Loa Factory
Robe*,

4.,114
- 1.00

Your Not Cost
Met Factory

Your NW Coot
Mot Factory

3.34
3 For 74* PAWN
Children's layer* Sayer. Aspirin

Rotolo

•When yOu dm 3 boitios

Illebotos Amato to roonutocturort stipulation

•Ft oz.

• oic••• t• 1.1.0.
UPMET
with Pvf AOC(MY &CM'S IWO

HAY FEVER
J COLDS
SINUS CONGESTION

"

• VC

97° 2.64 96° 5.48 1.96 3.76 1.77 2.17
100 K-nor Askostrength Pain
Relief Tablets.

100 Tylenol*
Regular Pain
Relief Tablets.

20 K mart® 12- 100 DrIstan*
hour -relief Decongestant
Cold Capsules. Cold Capsules.

Trlarninic* $r
rup For Runny
Noses. 4 Oz.

SO Comtrex®
Cold S
Relief Yllialg=

Alka Seltzer*. 36 Aka Seltzer
36 Tablets For Pius* Cold RaUpset Stomach. iler Tablets.

braes 444
109.117

•K mart Firoorrns and
AnyourWtion Policy
F

and amaturstion are sold

WI otnet cosoolesnee with Federal,
Sone sod food loos. All firrealleS
moo be piebed up m demo.
Purlieus of finorms must be •
walk* Amoroso
resideot of Sots
ere Md.

49.97

159.97

49.97

Wiricheseer•94 Carbine •
Lever-action .30/30
Ca. 6-shot
rnag=
and 20-inch

NOW CM Ohaesupt*
Single-shot
, 20-. ollosn
12,
gauge. Walnut finish

Duckfirheaeasst$hoW.I

12-, Or 16-00.

e

tier era

Reboil"
-she"
.5.97 foe!Waft In Mona
.90,..
1"
Rnimrreuge)6
2
Ilex of 211,20-gauge Sealsbellkli.47

flobedo boolled be le beeddlnilide

toUI41104.G•odt.. ; SO4.0“..
LICENSIS SOLD IN MOS
SPOPTtseG GOODS DIP'S

Our Reg.20.97

Saadellk•Own Case WOh Laggageftp• Nantass
Expanded vinyl with contrasting asede-krother him.
Game-print cotton Wing. Ys-in prolocttvo podding.
Choice of lengths. Save at your local K mart* store.
411.17
Our 22.07,$oeimmourasi Sun Orme

14.97

6.4-oz.° Aqua-fresh'
Fluorkie toothpaste. Save.

Iftwatere Datum KnIvea
Your choice of foldhg
lock-biode or Kurd
blade. Wood harldies
Ea.and leather sheaths.

2797
Reg.32.97

Our

*atone Sped
200,000 cardsSack Super
Spot 1* strorQ as aircraft landing light

-power
115.97

CU Rog. 15.97

SCnach
%Gallon

ourp
97"s,
7.
Plat Latex Paints
CeiNng white, or
wall paint in wNte
and curtorn tints.

Vick's* Ponnula
4413* Cough
Mixture. 34.oz.

8.9712.9our7
Sentliploas enamel
Latex wall and trim
paint in white and
custom tints. Save.

Ouilesa Wang NW*alba Oat

Zonos 1.24

1411

Open Daily and Sunday

AP

NOW THRU SAT.

*:=
The Saving Place

'
y- 111111111rill
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BEWITCHING

BUYS
Our Reg. 142.88

131411111-TMONROET
Carryout only

Premium Radial Tuned Shocks
''Our Best" shock is engineered and
designed for cars with radial, bias or
belted tires. Quality shock absorbers
In sizes to fit many American-made
automobiles. A smart move toward a
smoother ride, at K mart*. Savings!

K mart®
Sale Price
Less K mart®
MaII-in Rebate
Your Net Cost
After K mart®
Rebate

Deluxe Push-button AM/PM Casseile.Cor Stereo
Deluxe car stereo with 5 preset pushbulteovi.seadlo-lack
timing. AM/FM selector, 4-way balance, mono/stereo
button, locking fast forward, eiect button. Desned to
fit many cars including X-body and imports. Wtthm
you like rock or Bach, let Audiovoke fill your car with
music at a super K mart* price! Save this weekend!

6x9"
=69222

Ea.

9.88
1 4.4.4.0141
.

FL:1A

Ir4t.
( (

%taro?

Long Lite

Oil Filter

FOP"

,
ave
24%

04,
1

Your Choice
Our Reg. 5.97

X mart`
Sale Price
Less Factory
Reba*

5.97

4.47pr.

Your Net Cost
After Factory
Rebate

Convenient Foot Pump
With pressure gouge
Use with tiret toys. more.

Rubber Splash Guards
Deluxe clip-on gUards
in assorted coiors. Wye,

Our Reg. 7.88

- 1.00

1.57,..

ISotorcroir Oil Fitters
Fitters fit many U.S. cars.
. 111,11.11MlemilerstAillimINIon

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT K MART

COLORED PRINT
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